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ABSTfiACT 
The Xzrrative End Item Report contained herein i s  a narrat ive s m a r y  of the 
DOu&xS manufacturing 2x2 t e s t  records relative t o  t h e  Satcrz S-IVA-AS-533 
Fl ight  Stage (Douglas P/E: L'~39300-503, S/E 1007). 
i'larrations a re  included o : ~  those conditions re la ted  t o  ?emanent nonconfor- 
nances which vere gezerat-d during the nanufacturing cycle acd existed at the 
timc of acceptant? t es t ing .  The report s e t s  f o r t h  data pert inent  t o  total 
tine or  cycle accumulstion on time o r  cycle significant Item. Data r e l a t i v e  
to v a r i a t i o n s  i n  flight criticzi comDonents is also included.  There i s  no 
provision t o  update 'or revisi the  FEIR a f t e r  i i i i t i a l  rclecse. 
Documentation 
Conf igAration 
Descriptors 
S i t T i f i  -ant Items 
Stage ,Checkout 
MaR\if&zturine and Test 
PREFACE 
Aeronaxtics end Space - X ? i x i s t r e z i o n  w ~ d e r  c s n t r w t  !X37-101. This report  
i s  presented in respo:xe t o  rqcirements of P P C  200-3, paragraph 14.2.4, 
ex3 is issued in .accordzncc vtth 14SFC-DRL-021, Contrazt 3atcz Zeqgirexents, 
r;ffiich cietr,ils contract  datz Y q h - s - i  fro;r. Douglss b-ircraft ,Co!-,pan;:, In?. 
report  suxmrizes the Ferioc? fron i n i t i a l  s t q e  ?.cce-?t?.nce t e s t h e  a2 t h e  
3ouTlas Space S y s t e m  Cente r ,  HuntinKton Beach, Calir'o,mia, thrcugh final 
eccentancc testiq z t  t h e  Dougln:: Swrmento  Test Center (STC), S z c r m z n t o ,  
Czlifornia; arid turncver  t o  I'JASA/MSFII f o r  del ivery t o  NASA,/FTL'. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Scope 
The PSEIR campiles q u a l i t y  evidence and assessments of a pa r t i cu la r  end itm, 
f o r  use i x l  evaluating program objectives and ertd item usage. This report  
narrates  upon the  Saturn S-TvB-503 and discusses the following: 
a. F ina l  configuration. 
5. Replacements made during t e s t  and f i n a l  checkout (iricluding ser ia l  
number and change l e t t e r  of a r t i c l e s  renoved o r  subst i tuted) .  
C.  Nature of problem and malflrnctions encountered. 
d.  Corrective ac t ion  taken o r  pending. 
e .  Extent of retests no t  cmpleted. 
f. Total  operating hours o r  cycles f o r  each time o r  cycle s ign i f icant  
system o r  subsystem. 
1.2 Foxmat 
This document i s  orgznized i n t o  sections, with each section f u l f i l l i n g  a 
spec i f ic  purpose. The t i t l e  of each section, and a br ie f  ou t l ine  of i t s  
pumose follow. Section: 
. 1. INTRODUCTION. This section discusses the  scope of the NEXR, the Stage 
Design Concept, Documentation, and Turnover Data. 
SYSTEM TEST EiUMhIA-YES. 
presented t o  give management personnel B concise view of successful 
2. A br i e f  summary of principal test  areas i s  
test  achievement, and rernaining aress of 
3. STAGE CONFIGURATION. Conformance t o  engineering design, accepted 
deviations and waivers, ant? data on tirne/cycle s ign i f icant  items. 
4. DETAILEXI lMRAT3cvE. A presentation i n  depth of checkout operations, 
followed by Space System Center (SSC) checkouts. 
Rejection Reports (FA8R's) are referenced as applica3le for each 
paragraph, 
. presented with the cneckouts a t  Sacramento Test Center (STC) first,  
Fai lure  and 
APPENDICES : 
1. IZLUSTRATIONS. Graphic A r t ,  giving suf f ic ien t  system de ta i l  t o  
c l a r i f y  areas discussed i n  the text .  
1 
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1.2 (Continued) 
2. CHARTS. Weld defect char ts  which show weld discrepancies, included 
i n  Table I1 Failure  and Rejection Reports. 
3. TkBLES. 
a. TABLE I. A conpilation of' FARFt's recorded during systems 
i n s t a l l a t i o n  and checkout. 
b. TABLE 11. A coxpilation of FARR's against  s t ruc tura l  assemblies. 
4, GLOSSARY, A l i s t  of terns, abbreviations, and Dhrases used i n  the 
NEIR text, with a brief def ini t ion.  
1,: Stage Functional Description 
A deta i led  system afia1jrsi.s i s  beyond the  scope of t h i s  report. The "S-M3-503 
3ts;j;e End Iten Test ?lari", 1~66170, contains a description of each operational 
z:-Etex, and imiudes  a listizg of test procedures, with the  objective and 
TreroTLisi te  of each tes t .  
of propellant tanks, feed l ines ,  e l e c t r i c a l  and pneumatic power for  operation 
Stage 503 i s  p r i m z r i l y  a booster stage, consisting 
of stage sys tem,  and sxch systems as are required f o r  checkout purposes, fuel 
loading a d  a i load ing  control, in - f l igh t  c o n t r o l  and pressurization, and data 
rrieasurement during these operations. 
1 .4  3ccuneotation 
l . L . 1  Dcta 
Manufscturing a22 t es t  records f o r  t h i s  stage include Fa3rication Orders 
(F.O. s), Assembly Outlines (A.O. Is), Failure and Rejection Reports (FARR's), 
Seriel Engheering Orders (SEO's), Radiographic kspec t ion  Records, 
Hydrostatic tes t  data, Vehicle Checkout Laboratory (VCL) test  data, S E  test 
d s t a ,  and vendor data. F.O.'s and A.O. 's  record i n  sequence a l l  manufacturing 
processes, procedures, and Quality Control  inspection ac t iv i t i e s .  
discrepamy frm e drawing requirment is recorded on a FARR by Inspection and 
-
Any 
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1.4. i {Continued) 
e 
Tes t  personnel. The FLW is ?-lso used t o  record th-. I&iterial 3e;r leu Scard 
( h R l )  disposit ion appl ica3lc  t o  the discre7ancy. 
Ciefine the rework recgiz-er? by a FAEl; t o  change t h e  e f f ec t iv i ty ;  o r  t o  cimnge 
SEO's nay 5% w i t t e n :  t o  
other  2YaLi.xg requirements. bdiographicl Inspection Records and X-ray 
photographs of 2.11 veld seam are  rnaintair.ed on file by the contractor. A l l  
o r i g i x l  date i s  rcteined i n  the cont rac tor ' s  Reliz-Dility Assurance 
Z)e?Rrtment Central D a t a  files. 
r\;irchased p a r t s  azd'also retained i n  Central  k t a  f i l e s .  
Vendor t e c h i c a l  data i s  received on f u n c t i o n a l  
majority of 
docmeztetion refermc'ed withir, t h i s  report is i n c h d e d  ir, t h e  105 'cook which 
accoypanies eech scaze. 
1.L.2 Turnover 
1.4.2.3. Oougfas S y x e  Systems Center 
TJrrio-rer of the Saturn DSV-bB-1-1 (S-IVB-503) stege, Tor t ransport  t o  DoGglas 
SX, was nzde at Douglaz SSC, I!untingto? Beach. Conditional acceptance w2-s 
xzde b ",c Air Forcc Pleat Ucpresentative, Guality Z.axrance Division 
Fiegresentetive. A. letter, A;-l31-12.3~.~-L-2554, dated 7 Oztober 1966, fro:? 
t h e  Douglas Co&racts 1 .hny:cr  to the iiASA/:GrY: Resident Ylmgement Office, 
. I-CO-SD,/DAC, covered tne ,submittal of documentation f o r  purposes of technica l  
turnover of the stag? to STC. A copy of Lhrt  l e t te r  and x c o m p n y i n g  
docmentatiok i s  included i n  the  stage l o g  book (reference Volrrme 1, Part 1, 
Sectior. 1). 
1.4.7 .4ge Requirements 
Sertain components of the Stage 503 systems hsvc ece requirmer,t factors. 
Data defining the  requirements, and records r e l a t ive  t o  age items, replacement 
sc?.iedules, and storaqe procedares, m e  on file at SSC. 
3/4 
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SECTION 2 - 
SYSTPi TEST SUMJARY 
- 
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2.0 System Test Summary 
The following paragraphs present a narrative sunmarj of rn&"iufacturicg and 
stage checkout of t he  S-IVB-503 Stage. Stage checkouts condJcted at the  
Sacramento Test Center (STC) and a t  the Spzce Systems Cerrter (SSC) are 
summarized ir, paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Detailed narrations of 
%he stage checkouts a t  STC and SSC ere yresented i n  Section 4. 
2.1 
The S-NB/SV SA503 stage acceptance t e s t  program was conducted a t  the 
Sacramento Test Center between October 1966 and January 1s7. 
Stage Cheekout - Sacramento Test Center (STC) 
Preflring 
checkouts were cm.pleted by 10 January 1961. Countdown f o r  s t a t i c  f i r i n g  of 
the stage begar, 3il 19 Januaq-  1967 and cont inued  mti l  20 January 1967 at 
- 1622 hours, a t  which time t h e  stage was destroyed by explosion (see D o u ~ l a s  
- 
Report DAC-56526 for a detailed s t s ia ry  of t h i s  incident).  
2.1.1 Prefi r ing A c t i v i t l  
The stage arr ived a t  S W  on 11 October 1966, and was i n s t a l l ed  i n  Beta 
Complex t e s t  stand 111. 
(iI&CO) conducted for purposes of prefiring checkout, seven were impounded, 
Of the twenty-five handling and checkout procedures 
The remaining eighteen procedures, available for  narrative presentation,,were 
grouped as. follows: 
a. Propulsion system tests. 
b. Forward and aft skirt purge. 
c. Electr ical /e lectronic  system tests. 
d. Structural  inspection. 
k 
e. Hydraulic system test. 
f. Integrated systems t e s t ,  
g. Countdawn procedures. 
5 
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2 . 1.1 (Continued) 
The propulsion system tests involved an autcsnatic checkout and a final leak 
check. There were fifteen failure and rejection reports written a6 a result 
of these tests; of these, fourteen were satisfactorily resolved. 
fifteenth had not been cleared at the time of this printing. 
The 
1 
The forward and aft skirt purge was performed acceptably, with no failures 
noted . 
The electrical/electronic systems tests consisted of the following: 
a. Power distribution tests. 
3. b b i l i c a l  interface compatibility check. 
c. Propellant utilization system tests. 
d. Level sensor m d  control unit calibration. 
e. Cryogenic temperature sensor verification. 
f. Si,ngle sideband system tests. 
g. Telemetry system test. 
h. Digital data acquisition system test. 
The tests were performed satisfactorily, with seventeen failure and rejection 
reports written to resolve Droblems encountered. 
The structural inspection was run to determine the preflring structural 
soundness of tine stage. The one failure and rejection ~ e p o r t  was suitably 
re solved. 
The hydraulic system test was performed with no functional failures noted. 
Douglas Report DAC-56505 
2.2 Stage Checkout, SSC 
The stage was placed i n  SSC VCL checkout tower 6 on 15  Ju ly  1966, and 
prepared for systems tests. 
on 14 September 1966. 
paragraph 4.2, with the following six major areas of testing being covered: 
Checkout operations lasted 44 days, t e m i n a t i c g  
Detailed narration on a l l  tests w i l l  be found in 
a. Umbilical mechanical mating. 
b. Environmental control  system. 
c. Electr ical /e lectronic  systems. 
d. Propulsion systm.  
e. Hydraulic system. 
f. A l l  systems test .  
As cer ta in  portions of the t e s t i n g  prograq were performed s.imultaneously, 
the growing i s  a rSi t ra ry  i n  order t o  form a coherent setpence. 
The umbilical nating t e s t s ,  consisting of two procedures,verified the 
u r 3 i l l c a l  f i t  arid functior,. 
report  was su i tab ly  resolved. 
One failure covered by a f a i l u r e  and reject ion 
The environmental control system t e s t s  of the forward skirt themo-condi t ioning 
system, cocsisting of three procedures; were satisfactorilz completed. The 
check of the aft skirt and in te rs+ige  purge syctem was &so accomplished 
without s ignif icant  problems. 
The e l e c t r i c  a l i  d e  ctroni c S ~ E  t m s  tes ts  cmpr i sed twenty- three procedures, 
divided i n t o  the following thirteen areas: 
a. Fower distri5utioa t e s t s .  
b. Continuity canFati.bility chezks. 
C. Propellant u t i l i z a t i o n  tests. 
7 I 
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2.2 (Continued) 
d. Level sensor zrid control  u n i t  calibration. 
e. 
f .  
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
n. 
Exploding bridgewire t e s t .  
M g e  safe ty  tests. 
CIyogenic temperature sensor ver i f icat ion.  
Signal conditioning setup. 
Single si2teband tests.  
Telenetry t e s t s . 
Cigi ta l  dets ac?uis i t ion t e s t s .  
Telemetry and renge safety antenna tes t .  
APS si.;l.ulztor t e s t .  
b 
3evisions were made t o  the procedures as- required t o  ixplement corrections 
a26 changes, an? t o  ellow testi:Ig w i t h  exis t ing equipment shortages. 
Di f f icu l t ies  ~ 3 3  problem were suitably resolved, including twenty-eight 
l t e n s  t b a t  j rere ccvzre;i ':r re,'ectior, re?orts. 
3 . e  ~ r o p u l s i o n  sytm t e s t s  consisted of tne following categories: 
a. 
3.  
c.  Fnematic zontrol sirstem leak check. 
1. Cold h e l i m  systerr. l?ak check. 
e .  ?ro?ellF;st +%inks leak check. 
f .  Repressurization systzm leak check. 
G. 3-? ergine systen: leak c:'eck. 
h. Propulsion sys tex  automatte t e s t .  
i . Engtne' alignment. 
Propulsion sy:%em: contro: console/stage cmpatibi1it:- test. 
L q  L _  tenk Tressurizat ioc sys ten  l e a k  check. 
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2.2 (Continiled) 
All of tine propulsion systen t e s t s  were completed sa t i s f ac to r i ly ,  with 
revisions as required. 
including f i f t e e n  reject ion report  iterns. 
Leekage and other problems were sui tably resolved, 
The hydraulic system t e s t s ,  consisting of two crocedures, were s a t i s f a c t o r i b r  
cmpleted after sone nrocedure ail6 pr0gra.n changes. Ko failure and reject ion 
I 
I 
reFort s were prepared. 
Tne e l l  systems automatic tes t ,  performed wlth m 3 i l i c a l s  i n  2nd v i t h  
m b i l i c a l s  out, was comFleteii s a t i s f ac to r i ly ,  with 103 procedure revisions 
and two re jec t ion  reports  solving problems encountered. 
9/iQ 
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STAGE CONFIGURATION 
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3.0 Stage Configuration 
The paragraphs of t h i s  sec t ion  define t h e  configuration of t he  Saturn S-IVB- 
I 503 Stage, and note the  var ia t ions  applicable thereto. The narra t ive  in- 
cludes an explanation of why each part  was s variat ion,  and describes the  
s ign i f i can t  differences between the  var iant  parts and those t o  be used on 
subsequent stages. Those modifications which were incorporated p r io r  t o  
s t a t i c  acceptance f i r i n g  are also noted. 
Scope changes a f fec t ing  the s tage are br i e f ly  deacrlbed, along with the  
in t en t  of the  changes, t h e i r  implementation, and the extent and s t a tus  of 
t h e i r  incorporation. 
Existing contractural  configuration control  papers are  referenced wherever 
possible. 
3.1 Design In ten t  Verif icat ion 
The configuration of t h i s  stage is defined i n  the Engineering Configuration 
L i s t  (ECL) compiled for Stage 503, manufacturing s e r i a l  number 1007. Dated 
19 September, 1966, revis ion A, t h i s  ECL document includes a l i s t i n g  of all 
p a r t s ,  non-hardware drawings, and manufacturing and process specif icat ions 
required f o r  manufacture and t e s t  of t h e  stage, BB defined by Engineering 
production drawings and EO releases.  
under separate cover. 
The ECL has been transmitted t o  NASA 
Verif icat ion ot Design Engineering i n t e n t  is accanpliahed by a campariaon of 
t h e  E L ,  t h e  Planning Configuration L i s t  (PCL), and the Rel i ab i l i t y  Assurance 
Department A s - B u i l t  Configuration L i s t  (AWL). 
resolved by the  contractor,  and a listiDg of the  resu l tan t  act ion i s  f i l e d  
at the contractor 's  f a c i l i t y .  
Any noted discrepancies were 
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3.2 S t w e  Variations 
Cmponents and assemblies which are variations t o  the  stage design, 
ident i f ied by SEO dash numbers after t h e  part  number, are detailed in t h i s  
paragraph. 
reviewed. 
serial number, is presented, along w i t h  the  applicable SEo's. 
components and assemblies e i the r  have minor variations,  or are affected by 
changes i n  production testing requirements. 
Only Flight C r i t i c a l  Items ins ta l led  i n  the  stage with SEO's are 
A description of these variations by par t  name, par t  number, and 
The following 
All are of production con- 
figuration. 
Paragraph Part Name 
3.2.1 Fuel Tank Vent and Relief 
Valve 
3.2.2 Oxidizer Tank Vent and 
Relief Valve 
3.203 Helium F i l l  Module 
3.2.4 Chil l  System Ins ta l la t ion  
3.285 LH2 Propulsive Vent 
Regulator and Shutoff Valve 
3.2.6 Pressurization Control 
Module Assembly 
3.2.7 Time Delay Circuit  Module 
Part  Number 
U48257-507-002 
u W 1 2 - 5 0  3-005 
U57350-505-001 
S/N 
0038 
0025 
0223 
N/R 
008 
00018 
016 
3.2.1 Fuel Tank Vent and Relief Valve (U48257-507-002, S/N 0038) 
SEO lA48257-507-002 waived B/P requirements for external leakage checks of 
this valve, contingent upon eventual sat isfactory completion of second 
product acceptance checks per B/P. 
dor did not employ acceptable tes t ing  methods. 
The waiver was  granted because t h e  ven- 
These methods will be modi- 
f ied  i n  the iuture. 
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3.2.2 Oxidizer Tank Vent and Relief Valve (l.Ab833.2-503-005, S/N 0025) 
’ 
SEO lA48312-503-005 waived B/P requirements for external  leakage checks of 
t h i s  valve, contingent upon eventual satisPectory cccmpletion of second 
product acceptance tests per B/P. The waiver w a s  granted because t h e  vendor 
d id  not employ acceptable t e s t ing  methods. These methods w i l l  be modified 
i n  the  future. 
3.2.3 
SEO lA57350-505401 authorized the use of t h i s  module, as modified by t h e  
vendor per Engineering var ia t ion  V-720. 
H e l i u m  Fill Module (1A57350-505-001, S/N 0223) 
3.2.4 
SEO lA50098-3-013A authorized that check valve, P/N JA59098-013-3 , and 
s t ra iner ,  P/N U59098-013-5, be fabricated and i n s t a l l e d  i n  t h e  chill system 
per B/P, 
between t h e  check valve flapper and s t ra iner .  
Chill System Ins t a l l a t ion  (U59098-3-013 A )  
This was rework intended t o  eliminate possible interference 
3.2.5 I& Propulsive Vent Regulator end Shutoff Valve (1B51753-501-006, 
q b  008) 
SEO 2851.753-501-006 authorized production acceptance testing and use for  
checkout; purposes of t h i s  valve instead of P/R 1B51753-503, 
3.2.6 Pressurization Control Module Assembly f 11356653-501-002, S/N 00018) 
SEO 1B56653-501-002, B salvage SEO i n i t i a t e d  by FARR A180211, authorized 
the rework required t o  eliminate leaks caused by slight misalignments due t o  
coupling; short lengths of‘ large diameter tubing. 
3.2.7 Time D e l a y  Circuits Module (lB59020-1-001, S/N 016) 
SEO lE59020-LOO1 authorized relocat ing the tab on card Q6 t o  correct its 
locat ion. 
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3.3 
Verification of SC/ECP's which affect  t h i s  stage have been l is ted on t he  
Scope Change (SC) and Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) Verif icat ion 
i DD829-1 form included i n  t h e  Stage Log Book. 
be ve r i f i ed  p r i o r  t o  atage 
SC's and ECP's which could not 
a result of equipment shortages, 
have been vkrif ied t o  the  extent of completion by Douglas/AFQA pereonnelv.  
and recorded i n  t h e  Stage Log Book on a separate form. SC's scheduled for 
accomplishment after turnover are listed i n  t h e  Turnover Documentation 
section of the Stage Log Book. Verifications are detai led i n  the following 
three paragraphs as SC/ECP's incorporated i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  design; SC/ECP's 
incorporated and ver i f ied  et DAC; and SC/ECP's pending incorporation and/or 
I 
I ver i f ica t ion  . 
# 
3.3.1 Scope Changes/Engineering Change Proposals Incorporated i n  
f n i t i a l  Design 
The following SC's and ECP's were part  of t h e  original. engineering release, 
and were therefore incorporated i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  design: 
l 
a. SC 10168, authorized by CCO's 21 and 29, deleted provisions 
for stage retro-rockets. 
b. SC 1027B, authorized by CCO 40, provided fo r  t h e  incorporation 
of a recirculat ion type chilldown system. 
e. SC 1075B, authorized by CCO's 35, 42 and 55, increased 
propellant tank wall thickness t o  accomodate increased 5-2 
engine head pressure. 
d, SC 1096, authorized by CCO 25, removed the fiberglass heat 
barriers which had insulated t h e  forward and aft s k i r t s  from the  
cryogenic propellant t a n k s .  
e. SC 1104A, authorized by CCO's 49, 54, 76, 77, 160, 207, and 238, 
provided for t h e  redesign of t h e  umbilical propellant f i l l  and 
drain couplings. 
f. SC 1115, authorized by CCO'e 51, 117, 250, and 251, provided 
for t h e  implementation of' MSFC specif icat ions for preliminary 
vibration, acoustic, and shock tests. 
3 . 3.1 ( Continued 1 
g, SC 1151, authorized by CCO's 113, 154, 235, a n a  356,.provided 
for hydraulic system design changes t o  increase system pressure. 
h. SC 1152, authorized by CCO 98, provided f o r  t he  i n s t a l l a t i o n  of 
a check valve i n  t h e  GH2 bleed l ine,  
SC 1167, suthorized by CCO's  237, and 33G, provided for 
monitoring a d  checkout of the  J-2 engine switches and valves. 
i. 
j. SC 1176, authorized by CCO 79, provided t h a t  MC fittings be 
incorporated i n t o  all stage systems. 
k. SC 1185, authorized by CCO's  125 and 187, and NASA l e t te r  89, 
provided fo r  in te r face  plug supervision c i r cu i t s .  
1. SC 1195A, authorized by CCO's 140, 230, 339, 391, 397, 407, and . 
MGFC le t ter  1,336, provided fo r  a basic s t a t i c  f i r i n g  measure- 
ment program. 
m. SC 1204, authorized by CCO's  360, 361, 171, and 220, provided 
for modification of t h e  camplete telemetry system. 
n. SC 1211A, authorized by CCO's 185 and 233, provided for 
longi tudinal  vibrat ion loads. 
0. SC 1232A, authorized by CCO's 242, and 330, revised stage 
e l e c t r i c a l  system compatibility requirements. 
p. SC 1266, authorized by CCO's 281 end 455, provided f o r  an 
auxi l ia ry  LOX pressure system. 
q. SC 1276, authorized by CCO 213, prcvided for e l e c t r i c a l  
interface connectors and cables. 
r. SC 1277, authorized by CCO 265, provided for S-IVB/V F l i g h t  
vehicles emergency detection system. 
8 .  SC 1278A, authorized by CCO 271, provided for the redesign of 
the  c i r c u i t r y  for the stage coarse loading potentiometers. 
S C  1282, authorized by MSFC le t te r  TD-48, provided a mounting 
bracket f o r  the  stage t o  instrument un i t  connectors. 
t. 
U. SC 1295, authorized by CCO 282, provided ce r t a in  hardwire 
measurement capabi l i ty  through the  umbilical. 
ments were changed from DDAS to hardwire, and ce r t a in  hardwire 
measurements were changed to DDAS. 
Several measure- 
V. SC 1297A, 9uthorized by CCO's 284 and 330, provided t h a t  t h e  
forward s k i r t  venting system be  modified. 
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3.3.1 (Continued) 
SC 1304, authorized by CCO 288, provided f o r  t h e  reduction of 
W 2 t a n k  pressure,  with associated design changes. 
SC 1306, authorized by CCO 296, provided the necessary paper- 
work t o  r e f l e c t  t he  c h w  of s t a t u s  of t h e  EBH f i r i n g  units t o  
government furnished parts. 
SC 1354, authorized by HASA let ter I-CO-Gl205, incorporated t h e  
new range sa fe ty  cont ro l le r ,  P/N 40M32016, supplied by EISFC. 
S C  1363, authorized by CCO 329, provided an on - off control  
m y e t a  for t h e  telemetry transmitter.  
SC 1390, authorized by CCO's 201 and 341, provided for t he  
removsl of telemetry c i r c u i t s  monitoring t h e  APS. 
,SC 1400, authorized by CCO's 354, 429, and 508, provided for 
revised channel assignments, 
ECP X005, authorized by CCO's 365 and 406, provided f o r  t h e  
a l loca t ion  of d i sc re t e  launch signals t o  the  separate  b i l cve l s  
on the  PCM/DDAS. 
ECP X043, authorized by CCO's 409 and 468, provided individual  
in te rna l /ex terna l  control  of the  range safe ty  receivers  and 
EBW f i r i n g  uni ts .  
3.3.2 Incorporated and Verified Scope Chwes/Engineering Change 
Proposals 
The Polloving SC/ECPfs have been incorporated and ve r i f i ed  by Douglas/AFQA 
personnel, w i t h  concurrence recorded on t h e  DD829-1 form i n  the  Stage Log 
Book: 
a. 
b. 
e. 
SC 1045B, authorized by CCO 118, documented t h e  design c r i t e r i a  
for t h e  Douglas evaporative heat t r ans fe r  System w e d  t o  
condition the NASA instrument uni t ,  and t he  s tage forward skirt 
electronic  components. 
SC 1124, authorized by C W  259, provided closed loop check= 
out capabi l i ty  for the stage range safe ty  conrmand RF systfm. 
SC 1153 ,  authorized by N O ' S  163 and 280, provided f o r  t h e  
redeaign of the  propellant u t i l i z a t i o n  system, t o  enable rapid 
instaJlation of system components under prelaunch conditions at KSC. 
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3.3 2 ( C ont inued ) 
d. SC 1187, authorized by CCO's 136, 172, and 330, installed the 
MSF'C furnished control accelermeters and rate gyro, 
SC 1189, authorized by CCO's 111 and 126, provided for the design, 
release, and manufacture of the necessary ports and documents 
for the two-hour and four-and-oae-half hour translunar coasts. 
e. 
I f. 
1 43. 
h. 
i. 
J.  
k. 
1. 
m. 
D. 
0. 
P. 
r. 
SC.1193, authorized by CCO 156, provided for the redesign of 
the LOX tank vent line and supporting hardware, 
SC 1203, authorized by CCO 168, provided for RPM measurement of 
the LOX and LH2 turbogmps. 
SC 1205, authorized by CCO 173, provided for the installation of 
three additional interface connectors. 
SC 1207, authorized by CCO's 197, 213, 330, 3b3,  and 414, provided 
ror the modification of the propellant utilization system. 
SC 1218, authorized by CCO's 202 and 330, provided for a 
recirculation type chilldown system, 
SC 1219, authorized by CCQ 201, provided for the removal of' the 
telemetering circuit monitoring the U S .  
SC 1326, authorized by C20 279, 496, and 595, provlded for 
recirculating chilldm pump pressure measurements. 
SC 1344, authorized by CCO 712, provided for the S-IVBIV "LEM" 
oxidizer tank assembiy. 
SC 1274, authorized by CCO's 264 and 330, provided short circuit 
protection for the power supplies. 
SC 1241, authorized by CCO 222, provided an additional sensing 
element for  the engine cutoff circuit. 
SC 1364, authorized by CCO's 360, 459, and 602, incorporated 
modifications called out in the 5-2 engine interface document. 
SC 13766, authorized by CCO's 395 and 467, provided for the 
reduction of trapped propellants at burnout. 
SC 1397, authorized by CCO 351, provided for the necessary 
safety measures In the charge ullage ignition and charge 
ullage jettison command circuits to prevent inadvertent firing 
or ,jettisoning of the ullage rockets. 
ECP X021, authorized by CCO 363, provided for static teat 
monitoring of the engine turbopump RPM. 
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t. 
U. 
V. 
W. 
X .  
Y. 
2. 
88. 
ab. 
SC . 
ad. 
ae. 
a?. 
ag. 
ah. 
ai. 
ECP x056, authorized by CCO's 413 and 572, provided that con- 
secutive reference designation numbers be assigned to stage 
relays . 
ECP X071, authorized by' MSFC lette; I-V-S-IVTbEO65-28, provided 
for the transmittal of T/M documentation and modi?ication of the 
T/M calibrator'. 
ECP ~ 0 8 2 ,  authorized by CCO's 434 and 539, provided new engine 
transducer design requirements. 
ECP X083, authorized by CCO's 438 and 568, provided for 
additional T/M measurements. 
ECP X085, authorized by CCO 444, provided for the redesign of 
the engine cutoff circuitry. 
ECP XO92, authorized by CCO's 451 and 539, provided for 
additional MSFC flight control wiring. 
ECP XO99, authorized by CCU 461, provided for additional hardwire 
measurements through the umbilical. 
ECP X113, authorized by CCO's 472 and 539, provided a method for 
implementing the secure range aafety command system. 
ECP X114, authorized by CCO 482, provided for independent 
excitation of power supplies. 
ECP X124, authorized by CCO's 506, 539, and 562, provided for 
changes in the stage for Rocketdyne ECP compatibility. 
ECP X134, authorized by CCO's 526, 573, and 636, provided for 
the rederrign of the 5-2 engine electrical interface. 
FEP X136, authorized by CCO's 329, 538, and 631, provided for 
the releaee of a coolant system caDmon to both the S-1B and S-V 
stsges . 
EEP X137, authorized by MSFC letter 1=V-S=~~=65-53, defined the 
progrslamed mixture ratio. 
E X 2  Xl65, authorized by CCO 567, provided for reprogrannning o f  
launch control measurclPents, 
ECP ~176, authorized by CCO 587, modifled the thrust structure. 
ECP-JU78, authorized by CCO 597, provided for the release of a 
stage positive pressure system. 
I 3.3.2 (Continued) 
aJ. ECP X198, authorized by CCO's 656 and 692, revised the engine 
thrust OK circuits. 
ak. ECP x199, authorized by CCO 634, provided for the redesign of 
APS modules. 
al. ECP X209, authorized by CCO 8L7 and NASA letter ~ 9 6 ,  revised 
forward skirt paint requirements. 
am. ECP X221, authorized by CCO 693, provided for the redesign 
of APS Gemini engine nozzle supports. 
an. ECP X217, authorized by CCO 698, provided black teflon hoses for 
the hydraulic system. 
80. ECP X239, authorized by CCO 729, provided for implementation of 
the safing engine start circuits. 
ap. ECP X535, authorized by Mx/WK, modified the propellant tank 
electrical feedthru. 
3.3.3. Scope Changes/Engineering Change Proposals Pending Incorporation 
and/or Verification 
The following SC/ECP's had not been fu l ly  incorporated and verified at 
the time of stage turnover to MIC. Of these, some were partially verified, 
I to be camplettd at FTC, and some were to be incorporated and verified after 
turnover. 
a. SC 1247, authorized by CCO 227, provided for mounting brackets 
for four EBW firing units and pulse sensors. 
b. SC 1312, authorized by NASA letter TD-64-101, reduced tolerances 
on dome segments. 
C. SC 138311, authorized by MSFC 1-co-s~-L1616, provided for the 
incorporatioz of dual diaphragm switches. 
d. ECP X109, authorized by CCO'S 476, 524, and 599, provided for 
measurenent changes on the sIIVB/V flight stages. 
ECP x114, authorized by CCO 482, provided for independent 
excitation of pover supplies. 
e. 
I. ECP X117, authorized by CCO's 374 and 547, provided ror the 
installation of an instrumentation probe a d  quality meter. 
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3.3.3 (Continued) 
ECP Xllg,  authorized by CCO's 502 and 586, provided for venting 
of the S-IVB stage liquid hydrogen tank. 
ECP X126, authorized by CCO's 511, 551, 578, and 607, specified 
manufacture and installation of cryogenic repressurization 
BystemB. 
ECP X132, authorized by CCO'B 383, 422, 435, 508, and 516, 
provided for a Model DSV-4B-229 analog measuring system kit. 
ECP X134, authosised by CCO 537, provided ?or redesign of 
the 5-2 engine S-IVB stsge electrical interface. 
ECP X147, authorized by TD 151, provided for the additon of 
relays to the 28v aft paver distribution panel. 
ECP x162, authorized by NASA letter T'D-65-78, provided purge 
requirements for the 5-2020 and subsequent configuration engines. 
ECP XlTl, authorized by CCO's  79 and 582, provided flared tubing 
for a l l  S-IB and S-V stages. 
ECP Xl80, authorized by NASA letters TD-65-48, L740, and L972, 
specified certain changes to mission control measurements. 
ECP x181, authorized by CCO 659, provided for implementation of 
the cryogenic repressurization system. 
ECP X188, authorized by CCO's  611 and 647, provided for the 
measurements of the secure ccumnand system. 
ECP X190, authorized by NASA letter I - c o - s - N B - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ,  provided 
an active environmental control system for the forward skirt. 
ECP ~196, authorized by CCO 705, provided for rework and redesign 
of the rate gyro intercostal support. 
ECP X204, authorized by CCO's 650, 661, 670, and 708, deleted 
pad safety and minimum l i f t o f f  pressure switches. 
ECP X222, authorized by NASA letter TD66, modified the LH2 and 
LOX tank probes. 
ECP X224, authorized by CCO 739, provided cor RPM measurements 
for the recirculation chilldown pump. 
ECP X227, authorized by CCO 704, implemented these measurement 
changes . 
ECP X251, authorized by CCO 763, provided for stage campatibility 
with the 5-2 engine. 
> 
al. ECP 0313, authorieed by CCO 860, provided for the installation 
of modules i n  signal conditioning racks. 
ECP 0314, authorieed by MSFC letter 1=60=STE-G329-66, provided 
for the rework and installation of the Model I3 awltch seltctor, 
am. 
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3.3.3 (Continued) 
x. ECP X252, authorized by MSFC letter 1-~0-~-1V%-6=63, provided 
shot peening requirements for APS oxidizer tanks. 
y. ECP X255, authorized by NASA letter I-CO-SUB-6430, provided 
for environmental conditioning of the Model 11 switch selector. 
Z. ECP x262, authorized by CCO's 813 and 853, and MSFC letter 
1x0-SIVEi-6-198, modified the EDS cutoff circuits. 
aa. ECP X264, authorized by CCO 781, deleted accelercmeter and rate 
gyro provisions. 
ab. ECP ~267, authorized by MSFC letter 1-co-s~3~131-66 , provided 
for utilization of the DSV-4i3-773 test plug. 
ac. ECP 0271, authorized by CCO 798, provided additional measurements 
for the range safety system. 
ad. ECP 0273, authorized by CCO 837, provided for deletion of 
LH tank translunar vent termination pressure switch. 
ECP 0277, authorized by CCO 801, provided for deletion of the 
pyrotechnic connection 4iepersion system. 
* 2 
ae. 
af. ECP 0278, authorized by CCO 809, rechanneled telemetry measure- 
ments to change sample rates. 
ag. ECP 0281, authorized by MSFC letter 1x0-SD-G192-66, provided 
for the design of a stage coolant system. 
ah. ECP 0288, authorized by CCO 791, provided for incorporation of 
5-2 engine ECP NA-J2-451. 
ai. ECP 0295, authorized by TD-66-14, provided for meximum heat 
t rei j ect oxy insulation . 
aj. ECP 0302, authorized by MSFC letter I-CO-SIVB-6-485, provided for 
an LH2 Slosh filter and guidance syatem computer N/F filter design. 
ECP 0304, authorized by CCO 886, deleted the vent termination 
pressure switch. 
aka 
an. ECP 0318, authorized by MIjFC l e t t er  I-CO-SIVF~-~-S~~ and CCO 956, 
modified the range safety controller safing plug. 
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sa. 
ap. 
aq* 
- 0  
as. 
at. 
au. 
av. 
awu 
ax. 
a y e  
az . 
bae 
bb 
bc . 
bd. 
be . 
ECP 0420, authorized by MSFC letter 348, provided for the 
multiplexer temperature conditioning shroud. 
ECP 0432, authorized by MSFC letter 772, provided for the 
installation of flight measurement C014401. 
ECP 0341, authorized by letter L307, provided for a Calmtc low 
pressure cold gas check valve. 
ECP 0443, authorized by CCO 879, provided for the installation 
of the hazardous gas detection system, 
EEP 0449, authorized by MSFC letter 319, provided for the 
modification of the fornard skirt them-conditioning panel. 
ECP 0354, authorized by letter L307, provided a thermal barrier 
for the ambient helium fill system. 
ECP 0355, authorized by letter L307, provided for the redesign 
of the LH2 pressurization diffueer. 
ECP 036L, authorized by letter L307, added a check valve to the 
APS helium supply line. 
ECP 0421, authorized by letter L772, added telemetry measurement 
p51. 
ECP 0441, authorized by MSFC letter I-CO-SIVB-6-7?9A, provided 
for rework of the remote analog suhultiplexer. 
ECP 04b4, authorized by letter L323, provided for installation 
of wires in wire harness brench 403W4. 
ECP 0450, suthorized by letter L323, changed the auxiliary 
tunnel cover. 
ECP 0456, authorized by MSFC letter 319, provided for a vire 
chsnge to branched wire harness 411W295. 
ECP 0466, authorized by letter L805, modified the propellant 
utilization static fnverterjconverter telemetry voltage supply. 
ECP 0471, authorized by MK/wK, provided for the installation of 
ccmmon bulkhead pressure trmaducers. 
ECP 0479, authorized by letter L459, provided wiring changes 
for PAM inputs to the DDA unit. 
ECP 0481, authorized by )9(/WK, provided for hi-lok changes In 
the aft skirt. 
3 , 3 . 3 ( Cont hued ) 
bf. ECP 0486, authorized by MSFC letter 964, provided for the 
replacenrent of diodes in the inverter!converter. 
bg,‘ ECP 0488, authorized by letter L348, provided for the 
installation of ullage preseure transducers on the forward dome. 
bh. ECP 0490, authorized by MSFC letter 685, provided for the 
redesign of checkout valve lf353817. 
bi. ECP 0493, authorized by letter LM, redesigned the LOX and LH2 
chilldown systems shutoff valves. 
bj, ECP 0504, authorized by MK/WK, provided for reconfiguration of 
the helium pressure regulator module. 
bk. ECP 0505, authorized by letter L398, modified the breakpoint 
module amplifier. 
bl. ECP 0510, authorized by letter L459, installed coaxial cable 
assembly 411W12. 
bm. ECP 0511, authorized by letter Lk59, redesigned the LH2 chill- 
down 8hUtOff valve purge line. 
bn. ECP 0519, authorized by letter L374, provided for redesign of 
the impingement curtain, 
bo. ECP 0533, authorized by MSFC letter 418, provided for 
temperature and pressure transducer installation. 
bp. ECP 0534, authorized by letter L459, provided for redesign 
of tank relief valves, P/N*s lA49590 and lA49591. 
bq. ECP 0542, authorized by letter L874, revised the  PCM RF assembly 
Model 11. 
br. ECP 0547, authorized by MSFC letter 988 and CCO 966, provided 
for the bi-level swmning network module. 
bs, ECP 0565, authorized by MSFC letter 465, provided for redesign 
of the fill and drain valve, P/N JA48240-505. 
ECP 0567, authorized by CCO 968, provided for 5-2 engine 
temperature measurements. 
bt. 
bu. ECP 0575, authorized by MSFC letter 465, provided for the 
rework of auxiliary hydraulic pump assembly. 
ECP 0592, authorized by MSFC letter 573, provlzed for the 
deletion of APS helium fi l l  module. 
bv. 
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C b  4. 
cc 0 
C d o  
ce. 
cf 0 
ci3 . 
ch. 
Ecp 0600, authorized by MSFC let ter 489, provided for the  
rework of the  engine driven pump check valve. 
ECP 0601, authorized by CCO 993, provided for LOX tank bo l t  
and nut ehaage. 
ECP 0605, authorized by MSFC letter 487, provided for  
emergency detect ion system trsnsducer vibrat ion isolat ion,  
ECP 0613, authorized by MSFC letter 1176, provided for 
replacement of hydrogen hose support bracket bolts. 
ECP 0622, authorized by MSFC let ter  617, provided for  insulat ion 
resis tance test for 10 amp relay. 
ECP 0630, authorized by MSFT le t ter  500, provided f o r  r e  
configuration of t he  LOX i n l e t  duct. 
ECP 0633, authorized by MSFC l e t te r  6.17, provided for the 
rework of L112 propellant duct r e s i l i e n t  mounts. 
ECP 0639, authorized by MSFC let ter 617, provided for t he  
re locat ion of the  pressure transducer. 
ECP 0651, authorized by MSFC le t ter  685, previded for  t he  
chilldown inverter core reset res i s tor .  
ECP 0801, authorized by l e t te r  L319, provided for  rework of the  
1;H pressurizat ion module strap. 
ECP 0808, authorized by MSFC letter 605, provided for transducer 
mountings for  measurement L055. 
ECP 0809, authorized by MK/WK, modified a w i r e  harness for t h e  
paver input for measurement D055. 
2 
3.4 Rel iab i l i ty  Time/Cycle Signif icaat  Items 
Accurate up-to-date t imt/cycle data for the  twenty-five time or cycle signi- 
f ican t  items as detailed i n  drawings lB55425H and U355h23 are found in the  
tabulat  Lon t h a t  f ollms 
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SECTION 4 
DETAILED NARRATIVES 
I 
c 
I ,  
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4.0 Detailed Narrative - Stage Checkout 
A deta i led  narrat ion of stage checkout is presented i n  t h i s  paragraph. 
major subparagraphs comprising the de ta i led  nar ra t ive  are:  
Checkout - SCC; 4.2 Stage Checkout - SSC; and 4.3 Stage Manufacturing Tests. 
Each of these major subperagmphs is fu r the r  subdivided t o  the degree required 
B e  
4.1 Stage 
t o  present a complete h i s t o r i c a l  record of stage checkout. 
Permanent nonconformances and functional f a i l u r e s  a f fec t ing  the stage have 
been recorded on FARR's, and are referenced by FARR s e r i a l  nmber throughout 
t h i s  paragraph (e.g. FARR A22975"). 
a r e  presented i n  s e r i a l  number order in section 1 of Table I; and those 
referenced i n  paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 a r e  similarly presented i n  sections 2 and 
3 of Table 1. 
The FARR's referenced i n  paragraph 4.1 
4.1 Stage Checkout - S E  
Checkout of the stage a t  STC began i n  October 1966, and was terminated by the 
stage destruction on the Beta 111 Test Stand on 20 January 1967, following 
the placing of the  stage on in t e rna l  power. This paragraph covers those stage 
checkout drawings which were performed a6 part of the pref i r ing  a c t i v i t y  
designed t o  ready the  stage f o r  s t a t i c  acceptance firing. Several procedures 
were incomple- a t  the  time of the  explosion, and were impounded. These pro- 
cedures are not wri t ten up i n  t h i s  report. 
4.1.1 Propulsion System Tests 
The two pref i r ing  propulsfon system clieckouts which had been completed and 
sold p r io r  t o  the countdown were the  automatic system checkout and the manual 
system leak check conducted preliminary t o  f i r i ng .  
27 1 
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b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f .  
Q* 
h. 
i. 
J.  
(Continued) 
FARR's A218979 and 4.218979 noted t h a t  t he  LEI2 vent A n d  relief 
valve, PIN lA48257-507-002, S/N 0038, relieved a t  38 psia ,  
should have relieved a t  37 psia maximm. 
and replaced. 
FARR A218986 contained the  information that adepter assembly, 
P/N lA49958-517, S/N 87, leaked, and t h a t  the LHs tank pressure 
switch picku? and dropout pressure would cot hold a t  37 paia. 
h..e adapter was returned t o  the vendor for rework. 
It 
The valve was removed 
FARR's A219036 and A219043 noted that the 02H2 burner control 
valve, ?/N 1B43660-507, S/N 2704, leaked a t  60 scix~, which 
exceeded the 12  SCLI l i m i t .  
and returned t o  the vendor. 
The valve was removed and replaced, 
FARR A219041 r q o r t e d  that water was suspected on the actuator 
housing of propellant valve, S/N 107, on burner, P/R lB59OlO.  
The valve was purged and tes ted f o r  water content using a n  nygrometer. 
FARR's A219046 and A229751 noted t h a t  the LR2 b id i rec t iona l  vent 
valve, P/W IA499@-1, S/N 0013, leaked 2 t  the seat a t  the r a t e  
cf 9090 scim. The valve was removed and replaced. 
Per FARR A229729, E b o l t  was twisted off i n  the hole OR tube 
assembly clamp bracket welded t o  the top of the done of the OnH2 
burner, P/N lB6.2600-505, S/N 05. The broken section of b o l t  was 
removed, the threads were cleaned, apd the  clamp was fastened 
per B/P. 
FARil A229732 reported on several  scratches on the at tach f l a q e  
on the  LOX chilldown shutoff valve, P/N lAh9965-521, S/N G2O7. 
The flange face was resurfaced and refinished. 
FARR A229732 noted a fast bubble leak a t  the Junction of the LCX 
chiIldown amp, P/N IAk9423-505, S I N  Xl7hl ,  and the shutoff valve. 
The pump was removed and replaced. 
FARR A229740 reported on fuzz  leaks a t  t h e  interface between the  
microswitch and actuator  housings, and between the control l i n e  
adapter ani the LOX prevalve housicg. 
f o r  use. 
The leakages were accepted 
Per FARR A229764, there  was no talkback frm LOX shutdow- valve, 
P/N -6485-1.1, S/X 02, i n  t he  closed psoitfon, A wire, wfiich 
had been disconnected, was reterminated per B/P, correcting the 
condition , 
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4.1.2 hnriroamental Control Bystem, Forward and Aft Skirt purff e (lB43749 A) 
Between 10 and 15 November 1966, a manual H&CO procedure tes ted the environ- 
mental control system instal la t ion,  P/N 11977551, and the forward and aft sMrt 
purge systems. 
inspection, a pressure check, a heater performance check, and a check of the 
GN2 backup system. 
inspection, blower operation check, a heater performance check, and shop a i r  
The forward skirt purge system checkout idcludcd a visual 
The aft skirt purge system checkout included a visual  
supply system. 
There were no revision8 or  discrepancies reconled. 
4.1.3 Electrical/Electronic Systems ' k s t s  
m i v e  pref i r ing R&CO'S pertaining to stage electrical/ electronic systems 
were available f o r  t h i s  report.  
as follows: a 
For purposes of exposition they are subdivided 
a. 
b. 
c. Propellant u t i l i za t ion  t e s t s  parsgraph 4.1.3.3. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
Power dist r ibut ion t e s t s  - paragraph 4.1.3.1. 
Unbilical interface compatibility check - paragraph 4.1.3.2. 
Level sensor and control unit calibruticxn - paragraph 4.1.3.4. 
Cryogenic temperature sensor verif icat ion - paragraph 4.1.3.5. 
Single sideband t e s t s  - paragraph 4.1.3.6. 
Telemetry system t e s t  - paragraph 4.1.3.7. 
Digital  data acquisit ion system test - paragraph 4.1.3.8. 
* 
a 
4.1.3.1 Pawer ~ s t r l b u t i o n  System Tests 
The three power distrlbut'c.A: : I +tern checkouts were performed t o  ensure the 
proper function of the system ccunponcnts; t o  ver i fy  fhe ability ai the 
autanated Gm t o  act ivate ,  control, and deactivate stage power; and t o  ensure 
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* 
I 
1 -  4.1.3.1 ('u'ontinued ) 
that power busses were not subjected t o  excessive s t a t i c  loads. 
procedures were: 
Tine three 
a. Stage power setup. 
b. Stage power turnoff.  
c. Power d i s t r ibu t ion  system. 
4.1. .1.1 Stagz Power Setup (1E55313 3) 
Perforned on 7 November, accepted by Engineerins on 8 November,and c e r t i f i e d  
OK t o  f i l e  on 14 November 1966, t h i s  automatic checkol;t contained the steps 
which ve r i f i ed  the onerational capabi l i ty  of the  PCS t o  control  and ac t iva t e  
the  stage e l e c t r i c a l  nower d i s t r ibu t ion  system p r io r  t o  automatic checkout 
a c t i v i t i e s .  
power d i s t r ibu t ion  systems were not subjected t o  excessive s t a t i c  loads during 
i n i t i a l  set up sequences, and ver i f ied  capabi l i ty  of the GSE t o  control  power 
switching t o  and within the stage. Nine revisions were made t o  t h i s  checkout 
as follows: 
- 
These procedures e l s o  ensured t h a t  the stage forward and a f t  
a. Seven revis ions were wri t ten t o  cor rec t  program e r ro r s  or  change 
grogram parameters and tolerances. 
b, Two revis ions detected, investigated, and corrected f o r  t h e  dual  
talkback on the LOX prevafve. 
There were no malfunctions reported. 
4.1.3.1.2 
Aut5,natic nawal ?roceC.:res to s h u t  c!om t ' re ;ta:e ?over ALstribu'ion 
system a f t e r  the completior. of stage systex zhecko-15 ver i f ie4 the capabi l i ty  
Gf t n e  W E  t o  c o n t r o l  power switching t o  and within the c t q e .  Successfully 
cGnducted on 7 NovernSer 1966, the  tests te re  accepted on ' Xovent?r, a?,? t he  
documentation was cornpletec! sn? accepted on 14 Novenber 1966. 
Stage Power Turnoff (E55814 A )  
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4.1.3.1.2 (Continued) 
O f  six revisions, four corrected program errors or  altered program parameters, 
and two detected, explained, and corrected dual talkback of the LOX 
prevalve . 
Three f a i l u r e  and re jec t ion  reports  were prepared 8s a result of t h i s  t e s t .  
They Were: 
a. FARR A218835 reported on f ive  wires damaged, exposing the conductor, 
on cable assembly, P/N LB6329-1. 
repaired f o r  s t a t i c  f i r ing .  
FARR A218976 noted ' tha t  module, P/N 11840604-1, showed a voltage 
on the check bus, caused by an apparent short  frm p in  JlR t o  
pin JlF through the  diode. 
external ly  t o  the module. 
It was reported on FARR A218977 that n y h f i l  cable standoff 
bracket, P/N U337266-p1, had stripped screw threads. Cables, 
P/N1s -946-1 and LB9264-1, therefore could not be clamped. 
A keensert was i n s t a l l ed  i n  the standoff, The cables were 
clamped i n  place. 
The wires were temporarily 
b, 
The wires were relocated t o  the pins, 
e. 
4.1.3.1.3 Power Distr ibut io2 System (1~55815 B) 
The a u t m a t i c  and manual sequences provided i n  t h i s  procedure enabled checkout 
personnel t o  function the power d is t r ibu t ion  system and evaluate responses 
of item under test with the a id  of' the ACS. The t e s t s  established 
the capabi l i ty  of the ACS t o  control power switching t o  and within the stage; 
and the absence of excessive s t a t i c  loads. 
P i e  orocehre  wes Derfar**ted tw i ce ,  because the f irst  run, conducted or! 10 
IJo-rexber 1966, WELS 3ot acceptable t o  Lispection and Test. 
indicated that two minor aroblems were encountered during run one. 
Sensor off indicator was ,',:*c on, and there was a loose corinector P-29 on 
Engineering comments 
The pulse 
.&re 404A2A2EJ-1. 
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4.1.3.1.3 (Continued) 
Run two was successfully conducted on 11 November 1966, and the test  
I documentation was f i l e d  on 1 December. 
There were eight  revisions writ ten as follows: 
a. One revision provided f o r  rerunning the test. 
b. Two made changes t o  the program i n  order t o  cope with changes i n  
GSE and control  c i r c u i t  patching. 
C. One revision changed the program because point l eve l  sensor. 
d i s a n  k m a n d  03141W4 was placed on switch se lec tor  channel 98. 
d .  One revision corrected a program error.  
e. Two provided fo r  acceptance of out-of-tolerance parameters, 
f. One revision corrected tes t  parameters t o  account f o r  the parameters 
of a newly subst i tuted part. 
There were no functional f a i lu re s  on record. 
4.1.3.2 h b i l i c a l  Interface CmFat ib i l i ty  Check (E364316 A )  
k rr;acual IQCC ?ro?edzre orovided the steps t o  check the in t eg r i ty  of the stage 
umbilical  wlring t o  assure that  proper loads were present on a l l  power 
h s s e s ,  and t h a t  t h e  coztrol c i r c u i t s  for  propulsion valves and safety items 
on the stage were within prescribed tolerances. 
between 7 and 27 November 1%6. 
I 
The tes t  was conducted 
Eight  revisions were written, as follows: 
a. Four revisions were made t o  accept s l i g h t l y  out of tolerance 
resistance values. 
b. One to r rec ted  procedural errors. 
c b  Three revisions added and c l a r i f i e d  steps i n  the procedure. 
There were no deviations recorded. 
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4.1.3.3 Propellant Uti l izat ion System Tests 
The pref i r ing  checkout of the propellant u t i l i z a t i o n  system was accomplished 
by means of a manual procedure, designed t o  s e t  up and ca l ibra te  the system; 
and an automatic system checkout. 
L. 1.3.3.1 Propellant Uti l izat ion System Calibration (E64368 A )  
The W system ca l ibra t ion  and ver i f ica t ion  consisted of the following steps: 
Verif icat ion of s t a t i c  inverter /comerter  output voltages. 
LH2 and LOX bridge enpty and fa11 cal ibrat ion.  
Data acquis i t ion of the L% and LOX bridge position. 
LH2 and LOX bridge slew checks (1/3 aad 2/3 slew). 
Reference mixture r a t i o  (RMR) calibration. 
LH, - and LOX bridge l i n e a r i t y  checks. 
ver i f ica t ion  of hardwire loading c i r cu i t s .  
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f .  
g. 
The 
bridge l i n e a r i t y  checks tbt the PU t e s t  set ,  Model 248, S/N 00002, had 
a r e s i s t o r  shorted. 
December 1966. 
manml cal ibrat ion procedure was run twice, as it was found during t h e  
' 
The t e s t  was cozducted between 30 November and 7 
Three revisions were nade t o  run one. 
had been l e f t  out i n  e r ror ;  one required t h a t  helium with 39 per cent o r  greater  
pur i ty  be used t c  nur..;e propellant tanks. hefcre PU cal ibrat ion;  and the third 
revision ael*ti.cl steps t o  bs carpleted dur in?  the second run. 
One put a s tep i n t o  the procedure t h a t  
The second run had one revision which revised coarse mass pot tolerance t o  
compensat,e f o r  the lower reading i n  the " f u l l "  r a t i o  cal ibrat ion point. 
There were no FARR's recorded against  this test. 
4.1.3.3+2 
Verificatim of propellant utrlization system was conducted automatically 
03 6 kcmnber ,  RE:! the t e s t  resul ts  were certified for  filing on 22 December 
Proplitxnt Utilization 3ystem (1355523 C )  
19%. !lke following cmprised t h e  general tes t  6equence: 
a. I n i t i a l  conditions were se t  and verifLt6, power m s  applied, 
the P'J elect,ronic p,ssmbl;y ststic inverterlconverter was 
allowed t o  stabilize, and the  PO essembly end over. internal 
t.empera'tures were checked. 
b. LCjX and fuel hrlCges were cneckec! fcr Zer3 baiance, along 
;?th t h e  PU Systen ratjio valve oiitput n u l l  voltage. 
TJC! nr . e  'JFY p r . ? o z e d  since l;h~ flr tr  37111 WRS unacceptable t o  Engineering 
due tc a DDT errQr f o r  P5.S mcascemect W 1 C .  The DDT hEtd a c'a-ve for 0 to 5 
Fcur revisions were wri-tteri 836 follows: 
a. rn first explai,r,ed wh-- m n  1 w ~ i s  xacceptebie,  and allowed 
b- - oy TL!R ? *  
5 .  The f i m L  re-zislon reran the PU n i v e  movement t e s t  with G I S  
s t r i F  rl.lzaYu k!! t.s provfcie ntxesssry data. 
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4.1.3.4 
E.. mnnual H&CO procedure was conducted between 8 November and 8 December 1966 
t o  adjust  the operating point of the point l eve l  sensor control  un i t s  t o  an 
operating l eve l  w e l l  within the limits of t h e  capacitance change created i n  
these un i t s  by a simulated w e t  condition RACS command. 
Level Sensor and Control Unit Calibration (lB44473 B) 
The procedure was successfully canpleted after two revisions and one FARR 
were written. 
cal ibrated a t  SSC, and the  second s e t  up the fourth depletion sensors i n  the  
f u e l  and LOX tanks. FARR A229765 reported that on cable, P/N U356380-1, pin  
11 of Deutsch connector 411WllP12 was broken. 
and replaced per 3/P. 
One revis ion provided f o r  the ca l ibra t ion  of sensors not 
"he damaged pin was removed 
' 4.1.3.5 Cryogenic Temperature Sensor Verification (1B44471 B) ' 
The purpose of t h i s  manual procedure was t o  check out each temperature sensor 
whose normal operating range d id  not include ambient temperature. 
was conducted between 14 October and 7 Decexber 1966. 
The checkout 
One revision was made t o  de le te  parameters CO 382 and CO 390, since they no 
longer exis ted and had been deleted from the IPCL. 
d i  screpanc ies recorded. 
There were no other 
4.1.3.6 Singl'e Sideband System Tests 
W o  t e s t  procedures were performed t o  check out the single sideband system. 
The setup a c t i v i t i e s  which required manual e f f o r t  on t h e  par t  of test personnel, 
as w e l l  a6 system cal ibrat ion,  were conducted as part of the manual operations 
procedure. I k e  .-.--stem was funct ional ly  inspected by means of the autanatic 
system checkout procedure. 
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The flight eqaiment teste:‘, c c r s i s t e d  of t rsnsducers ,  signal conditioners, a 
r d t i p l e x e r ,  single ;L?ebm 1 t r sns le tc r ,  ca.l;lposite signel amplifiers, and F/M 
t ranmft ter  ‘K-Ltt;  i t s  actendant ,m?lifier an4 tzp s v j  tchirig equipment. 
c , FAk3 .;2&997 reported on ozt-of -tolersn:e RACS n i t p u t  frm 
tra:;sciwcr, P/K U\%jgg-l, S! MA&. 
following retest. 
me transtixer WBS accegteii 
-- I 
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4.1.3.6.2 
This test  used the autamatic checkout ay~tem (ACS) and the Model 126 FM T/M 
single sideband (SSE) s t a t ion  t o  recei 
information f o r  reduction and evaluation. 
was checked frm the  or iginat ing transducer and signal conditioning unit, through 
the multiplexer unit, and the t r ans l a to r  uni t ,  and f i n a l l y  a t  the output of the 
SSB t ransmit ter  at  the  antenna input connection. 
Single Sideband Bystem (1855818 B) 
stage vibration and acoust ical  
Each channel of the SSB t ransmit ter  
The following comprised the general t e s t  equipment sequence followed: 
a. Power dist r ibut ion.  
b. Sequencer concnands. 
c. 
d. Marker channel verification. 
e. Prefl ight  sweep calibration. 
f. SS/FM channel ver i f icat ion.  
g. SS/FM t r a n s m i t t e r  check. 
Remote a u t m e t i c  calibration 6yStem (RA'CS). 
The checkout w8s performed tKice. 
and t he  second run was conducted on 2 December 1966.- The second run was 
required because of numerous 
incomplete ins ta l la t ions ,  and loose connections at  the ins ta l la t ions .  
The first run was conducted on 14 November, 
data discrepancies caused by program errors,  
Nine revisions were written. 
the second run of the procedure; one allowed the disregarding of initial 
condition malfunctions that did  not a f f e c t  the tests;  and one integrated mane 
steps frm, manual H&CO lB58685 i n t o  thfs procedure. 
Six corrected program errors; m e  allowed f o r  
- 
There were no discrepancles recorded agalnat this procedure. 
$8 
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* ' k.1,3.7 Telemetry System (lBS5820 31 
An autm..at.ic 
and 5 and 7 January 1%7, and cer t i f ied  for f i l i r g  on 17 January 1967. 
runs had t o  be performed due to exccssivs program errors .  
cmyle t ion  of the procedure v e r i f i e d  the o-gerationaf cepability of the PAM/FM/F?4 
end FM/FM portion of the digital data acquisitio:l system. 
of t h e  t c l m e t q -  spt.err. %BE; cond?~cted  03 27 December 1966, 
~ 
l 
Three 
The successful 
Twenty seven revisions were made to update the procedure and t o  correct 
progmn errors .  
There? were two fai1ur-e and reJtctiori repofis w i t t e n  &E; 8 result of this test. 
TARR A Z I F ~ ~ ; ~ .  repcrtei! ttat ~ o w e r  ciet,ector kiu-97~1722, P/N 
3'7k776-523, G,/E 2-0lgk, had low output Kfth 2.5 w a t t s  input. 
'Be power detector WBS removed ezd replaced. 
E'ARII A229731. iloted that in bM/aW telemetry unit, P/N 5OM6OO32-U., 
the YCC in the subcgrrier oscillator shifted frequency after 
uetup. The unit wa6 removed f o r  retest. 
a, 
b. 
4.1.3.e 
An autcma!:ic checkout of' t.he DDAS verif ied the defiign integrity and operation 
of the system by testizg th5 signal condit.ioning nodules, multiplexers, d i g i t a l  
date. acquisitlbn ar;sm5l:j, and the  FACS. 
The t e s t  v a 6  cai:ci:icted on 30 Decembcr 1366 arid certified for filing on 17 
Januarj  l%7. Tkfr-ty-six revisions were made to expedite the procethre, 
update it, or correct program errors. 
There wem six fsilure and re3ectlm reports kTit.tcn i n  conjunction Kith this  
procedure. S r i e f l y ,  they were: 
8. ;PAR3 A21!33b8 noted tbat transducer 4%Ml!637, P/N SA-13-125TA-120, 
c o u l d  not be sd3irste-3 to m e %  la; MCS requirements, m d  that 
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4.1.3.8 
b e  
C. 
de 
4.1.4 
(Cmtinued) 
pins  H t o  J and H t o  C were open rather than short. 
transducer was removed and replaced. 
The 
FARR's A219049 and A229752 reported that vibrat ion transducer 
4llMl605, P/N 1.~88599-1, S/N MAN, had no amplifier output. 
The transducer was returned t o  the vendor f o r  rework. 
Per FARR A229733, no output was obtained at channel A2-10-05. 
P/C board, P/N 1~59981-1, was found t o  be a t  fau l t ,  and waB 
removed and replaced. 
FARR's A229757 and A229758 noted t h a t  gas generator pressure 
transducer Dolo, P/W M5nkTlOT, S/N 48514, on the 5-2 engine, 
P/N 103826, S/N 5-2061, had out-of-tolerence high, low, and 
ambient outputs. 
rework t o  specs or  replacement. 
The transducer wes returned t o  R / W  far 
,Structural Inspection ( lBW54 A )  
The purposes of t h i s  manual checkout were t o  ver i fy  that transportation and 
handlihg had no detrimental e f f e c t  on the stage s t ructure;  and to establish 
the condition of the stage pr io r  t o  f i r i n g  for compazison w i t h  pos t f i re  
condition. 
The following pre f i r e  inspection requirements were defined: 
8. Receiving inspection - e lec t r ica l ,  propulsion and s t ruc tura l ,  
b, Visual inspection - tank inser ior  and ins ta l la t ion .  
c. Visual inspection - LOX tank fnterior and ins ta l la t ions .  
The checkout was started on 11 October 1966 and c e r t i f i e d  complete f o r  
filing on 6 January 1967. Hine revisions were written, as follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
b e  set up inspection p r io r i t i e s .  
Another deleted steps not required a t  this the .  
A revision provided f o r  using the hois t  
X-ray equipnent. 
i n  the  handling of the 
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4.1.4 
d. 
e. 
f. 
. g. 
h. 
i. 
(Continued) 
One provided s teps  f o r  X-raying a l l  required areas. 
One revis ion provided fo r  re-X-raying of ce r t a in  &reas frcm 
a d i f f e ren t  angle, 
One provided f o r  photographing the  reworked LOX sump f o r  
Engineering records. 
Another provided f o r  retorquing the  hel im storage tank 
straps and recording the  torque values fo r  Engineering information 
and records. 
One deleted the  A?S f i t  check s ince  that was t o  be dcne pos t f i re .  
The final revis ion deleted the tank ent ry  procedure since 
this WBS not required p r i o r  t o  static f i r ing .  
mere -as one failare and re ject ior ,  report  recorded a g a i n s t ' t h i s  procedure. 
FAR3 A229755 reported on two instances of mfsaoplied thermoshrink and two 
instances of da~cged. insulation. 
the  contacts a t  whick the insulat ion was damaged were reqoved and replaced. 
B e r e  were no ozher xnslfuncttons noted. 
The thermoshrink was reapplied per 3/P, and 
L.1.5 B)Tiranlic Systen! ( 1 ~ 5 5 8 2 4  R )  
.k automi t ic  ?&CO o*? t3e h;rdraK:lic s j rs te? m s  -erforwied t M c e  because n e r m e t e m  
5594 a36 (2505 were not  correctly calibrated ir, the DDT +JrirG m 1. 
Successfklly conducted on 16 Kovember, and c e r t i f i e d  for - f i l ing  on 28 November 
1956, the checkout consisted of the following sequence of events: 
a. Aczmulator prechsrgc test, 
b. Reservoir oil volurne switch test. 
c Reservoir o i l  pressure transducer test. 
6. %let ten?eratzre test. 
e. Systeni pressure t e s t ,  
P , Reservoir oil v o l m e  position transducer t es t ,  
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4.1.5 (Continued) 
g. Accumulator reservoir  oil pressure t e s t .  
h. Polar i ty  and l i n e a r i t y  tests. 
i. Frequency response tests. 
j. Engine centering t e s t s .  
All the  foregoing tes t s  were perforned only when the stage was i f i  the 
v e r t i c a l  position. Eight revisions were made as follows: 
a. Two cancelled run 1 and authorized run 2 .  
b. Four corrected program errors .  
C .  l tro revisions corrected tes t  parameters i n  order t o  obtain correct  
data. 
There were no malfunctions recorded against t h i s  procedure. 
4.1.6 
The purpose of t h i s  procedure was t o  demonstrate t he  functional readiness of 
the stage and f a c i l i t y  eq.?iprnent t o  proceed with normal p re f i r e  checkout 
operations, c u h i n z t i n g  i n  formal countdown and acceptance f i r ing.  
tests performed included: 
Lntegrated Systems Test (a55831 3) 
Specific 
a. 
b. 
C. 
a. 
e .  
c. 
!3* 
h. 
Stage power t u r n  02. 
Radio frequency system checkout and tu rn  on. 
Neasurement roup function checks, remote automatic checkout 
s p t e n  (RAZS 7 functional checks, and DDAS checks. 
Power t r a n s f e r  and e l e c t r i c a l  systems functfa.na1 tests. 
Znvimnmental control syste.: checks. 
HydralJlic: system turn on, engine res t ra iner  l i n k  drop (manual), 
and er,gine Simbal test. 
h e m a t i c  console setup and checkout. 
Propellant loading valve sled, water sled, def lector  water, 
aspirator, and GH2 torch checks. 
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4.1.6 (Contitlued) 
i. Stage valve funct ional  tests. 
j. 5-2 engine f i n a l  seq~~ence. 
b 
k. 3eestablishnent af stage tank and sphere blanket pressure. 
I Performed on 7 January and accepted on 12 January 1967, the integrated 
I 
I systems test was revised by tvelve revisions as follows: - 
ar The f i rs t  c h n g e  removed t w c  e l e c t r i c a l  connections t o  t h e  LE2 
2oYtlr.uous vent valve,  t o  secure t 3 e  valve during debwging 
opcrations. 
t. The >rogrs-?; was stopped t o  ellow propellant u t i l i z a t i o n  constants 
t o  he loariled i ? t o  t h e  ccrr?.>?i;ter via paper Lape. 
d. A conditional hold WBS added to the 3mgr6-71 to allow an exit, 
loop pzth f o r  zhe compTAer, 
e. m e  f m c t i o r z l  checkout of the stage forwarr? and aft purze sys tem 
was deletec, as these were t o  be functionally checked as t a s k  26 
of 'the couqtdow. mfinual. 
f. An adiCi-Lional t e n  seconds were added to the t b e  reqiiired t o  
b l e z z  ciow. 2rcssiire ir. e 3>J5 I i i x e  fron; 165 !>sia to less than  
33 Tsiz. 
g. A revisioo a l l G w e d  tk SSB t ransmit ter  t o  be turned or: ea r l i e r  
i n  the progran, t o  enable t h e  transmitter time to synchronize 
w i t h  the g r o u d  station. 
, 
I he The las t  fo-dr revisions ciealt wfth malfunction Lndications that 
WCE c o r r e c t e d  by program changes, or by a r e n n  of t n a t  portion 
of t h e  program with no repeat of the malfunction. 
I 
I FLW A229773 -.ES written aaalr.st the S!B trazrsmitter due to excessive 
wamdp time rocpired. Thi5 condition was accepted for  use during stati.c 
I f i r i n g  by Engineering. No other major defects were Roted. 
43 
* 
4.1.7 
This paragraph covers t h e  s t a t i c  acceptance firing countdown procedure, as 
Sta t i c  Acceptance Firing Countdown Procedures 
well as the  c r i t i c a l  t asks  accomplished as part of the  countdown. 
I 
4.1,T.l Countdown, Acceptance Fir ing (U370264) 
Tne countdown manual was designed t o  control  end regulate the s ix ty  separate 
t a s k s  required t o  acccanplish stage preparation, propellant loading, s t a t i c  
acceptance f i r ing ,  res idual  propellant off-loading, and stage securing. The 
events coatrol led were : 
a. C r i t i c a l  components cycle testing. 
b. Propellant loading. 
C. LOX tank ul lage pressure control. 
d. Noma1 engine start. 
e. Proper operation of the propellant u t i l i z a t i o n  system. 
f. I n i t i a t i n g  an engine gimbal exercise, 
g.  Autmatic engine cutoff. 
The countdown, number 614078, was i n i t i a t e d  on 19 January 1967. 
January l967., a t  1622:b hours, t he  stage exploded (reference paragraph 
4.1.7.1.3). 
On 20 
< 
4.1.7.1.1 
Performed on 20 January 1967, the integrated systems test (IST) ver i f ied  the 
functional readiness of the  stage and f a c i l i t y  systems t o  proceed with 
Countdown Task 35 - Integrated Systems Test (lB55831 A) 
I countdown operations and acceptance f i r ing .  
Fifteen revis: - were wri t ten t o  the procedure; br ief ly ,  they were: 
a. 
b. 
Three d e s t e d  s teps  which were not required. 
One providc,d f o r  the loading of W canstants v i a  paper tape. 
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4.1,7.1.1 ( Continued ) 
C ,  
a. 
e. 
f. 
8s 
I-,. 
i. 
3 J *  
k. 
1. 
One revisior, added a conditional hold pain+, tc a l low an e x i t  
loop f o r  the computer, 
One alirwed an addi t iona l  %en seconds t o  t i e  time required t o  
bleed down pressure i n  the CN2 l i n e  f ran  165 psia t o  30 psis .  
A revision allowed f o r  turning 0x1 the  SSB t ransmi t te r  p r io r  t o  
the  programmed point, t o  allov the  t r ans l e to r  su f f i c i en t  t i i e  
t o  s;rllchronize trif,h the ground system. 
revision s e t  a b r e a k p i n t  t o  provide a delay wher? the program 
went from FM/R4 2 t o  FM/F'M 3, Frf.or t o  making frequency checks. 
h e  p r w i d e d  for obtaini::g iiF serlsitive aeasurenents vhen t h e  
VEIJ zranmitters wer2 t x n e d  off. 
A revisicn Frolridcd for  the- manual ver i f i ca t ion  thet the F'M/FN 
IRIS :kennel 07 vas vi thir ,  to le rmce .  
Another expkiined that a nalfuncticn of t h e  sw'tch selector  
o u t p i t  mrS.tor vas cailsed by  a defective ' K O .  
 OR^ chmze:? t h e  alt . l tude e.jectior; se:grent t o  egree w i t h  t h e  
static reading  prog;ram. 
A re.iisicn w 6 ~  writter, t o  exp1e.i.n t h e  fa t lure  of the T S X  repress  
systern t o  deTrsssur ize  ir: the  a l l o t t e d  t h e .  
T ~ P  final revisions proviciLed f o r  recheckinq a? anparent .?.alfw.ction 
ir. %':le LX=, c h i l l d c m  i n v e r t e r  frea_uency G G ~ D U ~ .  R e  rnzlfunction 
di?. not o ? x r  u?or, r e tos t .  
IJo f u x t i c n e i  fa i lures  vere reccrcle5 aqainst  t h i s  proceciiire. 
4.1.7.1.2 
A t  W l c  hours 01: 2r) Janurry 1957, t h e  TropellaRt lozding checkout vas 
conduct& t o  v e r i c i  the safe t r ans fe r  of propellants and gasses t o  thc stage. 
Included were the follm-fng: 
Countilowr~ Tesks &I and 41 - Propellant Loadlng (LB55e34) 
a, LR? - pretest purc3:e, 
-0. Lux loading. 
C .  TA-2 losding, coid and ambient heli-m fili. 
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4.1.7.3.. 2 (Continued) 
d. LOX end tank overfill semor checks, and flow check of 
all cold gas circuits. 
e. L k  - 8nd L D A  umbilicals purge. 
mere were seven revisions to the procedure, as recorded i n  the documentation 
log' sheet: 
a, Four corrected progran e r ro r s ,  
3. Cjne changed pressure recpirements f o r  the stage 3 GN2 regulator 
from 50 ps in  to 73 psia, and the tolemnce from f 10 to 2 20 
psfa. 
C .  O x  revision change a part c d i o u t  from "errghe coctrol bo t t l e  f i l l "  
t o  "APS hel iu i  b o t t l e  supply," as t h e  %Tong valve had been 
callec? out, 
d. The last revision provided for changing certain hydraulic system 
DarzmeterE from te lenetry t o  hardvire. 
The propellen? locding vas completed a t  1124: 50 hours, wlth no ?nalfunctiOns 
reported. 
4.i.7.l.3 
??le aeeeptence f f r i n ?  countdown procedure provided the a\ltm.acic and manual 
Zo:alr,tdown Tasks 43 and 44 - Acceptance Fir ing (D5$834) 
test se,y.:ences req?Lired to ?reriQ- propulsion and s y s t e m  integrated perfom~mce, 
and t he  capacility of a l l  systems t o  function i n  a hot  f i r i n g  envirorxnent 
generated by t h e  J-2 er,gine w-dei- fsli thrust and f u l l  duratior,  conditions. 
D s k  b3, "Stat ic  Firing PL'eparaCYions," m s  s t a r t e d  a t  1144:3O hours on 20 
Januar:J lM7. With 3 wind reported at 12 to l5.nph Tram t h e  southeast, an 
inspection crew proceeded t o  the z e s t  stand f o r  stage and stand inspection. 
Tnls prey also i n s t t i l l e d  8 wind screen for t h rus t  chamber c h i l l  protect ion.  
A t  3245, all personnel were cleared fram the test stand. S t s t i c  firing 
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4.1.7.1.3 (Continued 1 
preparations program was initiated a t  1257, and, at, 1340, Task 44, 
“Terminal Ccuntdown and Fir ing ,  ” was started. 
The ccxiiputer gave a cutoff indicatior, at 142&:3” hours (T-1.50 seconds of 
R w :  U). The cu to f f  was a t t r i b u t n d  to a check s m  error vhizh wes detec ted  
by t h e  conputer OR the  Saturn %st Orienfed LarGiage Library  Tape. Such an 
errcr C R U S ~ S  the execut ive to disccntinue t ape  reading. To deternine the 
sourze of t n e  zroblen, the  tspe m s  read on t he  Beta I tape u n i t .  The tape 
The f o i l o v i - ~ ~  is t he  secpenze of ever.ts fra:: T-?d minutes:  
a.  1632:lO - Iieslnne fit T-Xj minutes, 30 seconds. 
’0, 
C. 
d .  
e. 1620:50 - LOX flow. 
f. 
g. 
161t;:20 -. Begir. thrxst  chamber chilldowi?. 
1617:23 - nepressur ize engine s tar t  bottie!. 
1619: $0 - LO% sac! i H 2  tank u:epressurizatLon. 
?. 
1622:20 - Place stage on internal power. 
l.6%2:40 - Explosion resuiting ir!  destruction of ’ s tace,  
.. 
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4.2 Stage Checkout, Space Systems Center 
Paragraph.4.2 narrate8 the t e e t s  performed on the stsge, f r a n  the conclusion 
of basic assembly to the beginning of thoee operations performed i n  prepara- 
t ion of the stage f o r  shipment to STC. 
VCL on 15 July, 1w. 
continued unt i l  14 September 1966. 
The stage entered tower 6 of the SSC/ 
System checkouts were init iated on 21 July 1966, and 
Final acceptance test ing ac t lv i t i e s  consumed 
44 two-shift working daye. 
far shipment on 14 September 1966. 
The stage w88 removed f'ran the tower and prepared 
All thirty-nine t e e t s  required by the End Item Test Plan, 1B66170, were 
ccanpleted. 
a l l  systems test, together with the interim use parts installed for  testing 
The following lists the p a r t s  which vere short a0 the time of the 
purposea : 
a. LOX mass probe, P/R lA48430-$09, wae short. 
was installed for checkout per SEO lAb9553-001. 
% continuous vent regulator module, P/H U51753, was no% 
inetalltd.  
per the authority of the 006A SEO. 
Silnulator, P/R W 2 4 - 1 ,  
b. 
Interim use part, P/N lB~1753-501-006A vas inlprtalled 
C .  LOX feed duct, P 111 lAkM9-503, WBB not installed, Intorla 
uee pert, P/N LA I 9969-501, vas installed per SEO lA39300-W3. 
Paragraph 4.2.1 through 4.2.6 describe the following eLx major area8 toetedr 
Ihrbilical Mechanical Mating; Environmental Control System; Eltctrica~/Blcc- 
tronic Systems; R.opulsion Syttra; Hydraulic Sysfam; and A l l  Systems.' 
4.2.1 Unbilicaf Mechanical &tin& 
Two test procedures were conducted t o  ensure that the forward and aft *bilical 
kits were mated properly. 
the stage to ClSE elcctri-:;, pneumatic, and air conditioning ftmctioaa, srmd 
muat be properly mated before stage ey6taUB b e t s  can be conducted. 
Tho umbilical k i t e  are the interface l ink c@nnectfng 
4.2.1 (Continued) 
The two tes t  proctdurea were: 
a. Unbilical kit, aft - checkout stand. 
b. Uabillcal kit, forw~rd - checkout stand. 
4.2.1.1 
me a f t  mbilical  kit w86 installed on 27 July and removed on 10 September 
lhibflical K i t ,  A f t  - Checkout Stand (LB57918 F) 
1966. Efigincering acctpttmce was cert i f ied  on 15 September 1966. 
There were no revieions lncoz-porated in the log sheet; hovever, one failure and 
re jec t ion  report was wrizten. 
ness 404W15J1, P/N 1B50233-1, S/N 00004, w86 damaged at the  keyway. 
FMR e16761 noted t h a t  t h e  plug or, wire har- * 
Tne damaged 
end was debumed and finished per MIL-C-5541. Retermination was effected, and 
the rework was accepted. 
4.2.1.2 
The installation of the forward umbilical kit on the stage v a s  accanplished on 
27 July lw. 
14 September 1966, and the results of the procedure were accepted by Engineering 
on 15 September 1966, 
Uabilical Kit, Forward - Checkout Stand (U57920 Cy 
The kit was removed, at the canplttion of system checkouts, OF. 
There vert no revisions or failures recorded. 
4.2.2 Environmental Control Systans Tests 
ThFee test procedures were ptrf'omed to:  
conditioning eyetcm prior to stage Bystems checkouts; operationally verify the 
system; and check aut and secure the sy6tem subsequent to fina?. acceptance 
checkouts. 
the aft  skirt and interetags thenno-conditioning and purge system. 
check out the forward skir- themo- 
A fourth procedure was mn to establish the function snd integrity of 
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4.2.2.1 Forward Skirt Thenno-Conditioning Sy stem Pre-Checkout Procedure 
1~41926 A)  I The ability of the forward s k i r t  themo-conditioning system to sustain 
autanatic systoms checkout activities m s  ascertained on 25 July 1966. 
Acceptance was made by Engineering on 26 July 1966. 
!he only revision to the procedure noted that the "off" position on the 
temperature control switch wm marked "nonnal". There were no functional 
1 failures requiring the preparation of rejection reports, 
4.2.2.2 Forward Skirt Thermo-Conditioning S y s t a  Operating Procedure 
1D42124 A )  
I The setup and operation of the W e 1  359 thenno-conditioning eervicer for 
I 
normal operation during autanatic system checkout was detailed in this 
procedure. 
connection WEB accanplished and verified on 15 September 1966. 
Servicer setup and hook-up took place on 26 July 1966, and d l s -  I I 
I One revision to the procedure specifled that the fluid temperature control 
swltch s h d d  be set on "nonnal". No failure and rejection reports were I 
I written. 
4.2.2.3 Forward Skirt Thenno-Conditioning System Postcheckaut (-2965 A )  
! A system cleanliness check, a leak check, and a hmidity check were conducted on the forward 6 k i r t  thezmo-conditioning system, subsequent to stage ayetern 
checkouts, between 14 and 16 September 1966. 
satisfactorily, with no revisions or functional failures reported. 
All three checks were perf'onned 
I 
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4.2.'2.4 A f t  Skirt ani Interstage Thenno-Conditioning and Purge System 
3340544 
The proper flow distribution end integrity of the aft skirt and interetage 
purge system were confirmed between 21 and 28 Ju ly  1966. 
Five rev:lsions, noted in the log sheet, included three pertaining to the fact 
that the thrust structure purge supply could not be clamped, and two involving 
a flow t e s t  on the thenno-conditioning shroud. 
"here were no malfunctions noted. 
4.2.3 ElectricRl/Electronic Systems Tests 
In the following thirteen major subparagraphs, the chedcout of each electrical/ 
electronic system on the stage is described: 
a, 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g* 
h. 
i. 
J *  
ke 
l e  
m. 
Power distribution system tests - paragraph 4.2.3.1. 
Continuity compatibility checks - paragraph 4.2.3.2. 
Propellant utilization system tests - paragraph 4.2.3.3. 
Level sensor and control unit calibration - paragraph 4.2.3.4. 
Exploding bridgewire system - paragraph 4.2.3.5. 
Ran& safety system t e s t s  - paragraph 4.2.3.6. 
Cryogenic temperature sensor verification - paragraph 4.2.3.7. 
Signal  conditioning setup - pamgraph 4.2.3.8. 
Single  sideband syetari tests - paragraph 4.2.3.9. 
Telemetry system tests - paregraph 4.2.3.10. 
Digital data acquisitfon system t e s t s  - paragraph 4.2.3.11. 
Telemetry and range safety antenna system test - paragraph 4.2.3.12. 
APS simulator test - paragraph 4.2.3.13. 
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I 4.2.3.1 Puwer Distribution System Tests 
The functjor. and Integrity of the stage power distribution Bystem, 8 8  well. tie3 
the ability of the autmatlc checkout system (ACS) to activate, control, and 
deactivate stage electrical  power, were verified by three tests as follows: , 
a. Stage power aetup. 
b. Stage power turnoff. 
c .  Power distribution system autcanatic checkout. 
4.2.3.1.1 Stage Power Setup (la590401 
The abil i ty  of the autanatic checkout system (ACS) to activate aad control 
stage power distribution xzt6 ascertained OA 1 August 1w. Engineering 
acceptance of the test results was made on 4 August 1966. 
Thirteen revisions to the procedure can be recapped briefly as follows: 
a. One added the Model DSV-4B-239 e lectr ica l  nekwork diapley unit to 
the list of end item test equipment. 
b. One added a step which had been a n i t t t d  from the procedure. 
e. A revision written i n  error was voided. 
d. 
e. 
Four stepe which were no longer required were deleted. 
A revision specified moving a DDAS ground station switch t o  72 khz, 
f. Five revisions corrected errors I n  the procedure, program, and data 
description tape. 
A second issue of t h i s  test, conducted on 10 September, and accepted on 16 
September 1966, was perfonned t o  provide an open, working document in  which 
t o  cnter all DDT changes which were required on other sutoanatic teats.  
of the thirteen revisions were the same as those written far the first run, 
while m e  incorporated corrections of a l l  the noted Dl[rr erram. 
There were no functional failures reported. 
Twelve 
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4.2.3.1.2 &age Power Turnoff (lB59041) 
The autcmstic checkout System was used, per this procedure, to shut down the 
power distribution system. Accmplished on 28 Yuly 1966, the steps involved 
demonstrated t h a t  the ACS was capable of power termination af'ter the cmpletion 
of stage system checkouts. 
There were five revisions noted in the documentation log sheet, of which 
three involved deleting a portion of the test which WBS not required. A 
revision added the Model DSY-4B-239 electrical network display unit t o  the l is t  
of end item t e s t  equipment, a d  the f i f t h  revision corrected a program error.  
The results of the t e s t  were accepted by Ehglnetring on 4 August 1966. 
rnalfunc+,ions w e r e  noted. 
No 
4.2.3.1.3 Power Distribution System (lB59042) 
Begun on k August 1966, the power distribution system testing activities were 
terminated on 8 August sfter four runs. 
failure of relay module, P/N lA74211-505, noted on FARR Al.84794. 
The first nu, was ended with the 
me module 
was ranaved and a replacemem was installed. The second and t h i r d  runs were 
conducted to verify the perfomance of the new LQX level sensor No. 1 
contmller, 8~ the  old part, F!N U68"i.0-501, had been rejected per FARR's 
P.ZRL746 m d  A1%1?5. ?%e ~ n a l  m n  verifiet? thet t h e  1.0c millisecond delay 
w t w  R Z e q m t e  f c r  ~n " ' in temR1 ?o rmr+  ?cmr cn;' measument. 
xesting were accept.cd ca 15 A~g-ttsf, 1!%6. 
The results cf 
~ 
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I .  2.3. I. 3 
As noted above, there we= three failure and rejection reports written against  
t h i s  procedure. 
P/N lA74211-505, after the module fa i led  t o  complete the circuit between 
pins X and H. FARR's A l 8 4 7 g  and A196135 noted that the LOX point leve l  
sensor, P/N LA6871O-501, S/N D25, f a i l ed  to  turn off on ccunmand. 
wa8 returned t o  the vendor fo r  rework t o  specs. 
(Con+, h u e d  
FARR U8k794, a e  already described, replaced relay module, 
The sensor 
4.2.3.2 Ccntinuity Cmpat ib i l i ty  Tests 
The t e s t s  performed t o  ascertain the i n t e g r i t y  of the stage e l ec t r i ca l  wiring 
a. The contlnuity compatibility check, which confirmed the soundness 
of the  wiring on the stage,  through a l l  component boxes. 
b. The umbilical interface cmpa t ib i l i t y  checks, which established 
t h a t  a suitable e l ec t r i ca l  interface existed between the stage 
and umbilical e lec t r i ca l  systems. 
4.2.3.2.1 Continuity Canpatibil i ty Check (lB59777 A 1  
This procedure provided for 8 wire-by-wire checkout of the continuity o f , a l l  
e l ec t r i ca l  conductors on the stage. Measurements were taken between connectors, 
through cmponent boxes, and between the pins i n  each connector. 
The test, conducted and accepted between 21 J u l y  and 23 August  1966, was 
modified by forty-two revisions. Briefly, they were: 
a. hfo changing required resistance readouts t o  ccmpensate f o r  
variations i n  wire length and gauge, and f o r  49.9 o h  resistance 
rnodulea i n  the l ine.  
b. Ten revisions corrected schematic errors, and twenty-five rec t i f ied  
minor errors ' ?  the procedure. 
C. Four items were L?lcted because chey were no longer required, and 
two were deleted because the wires were inaccesdble.  
4.2.3.2.3. (Coatinucd) 
6. A Laet revlsion provided for an added ground vim. 
There w e r e  no raalfunctions on record. 
4.2.3.2.2 WmblUcaL Interface Ccmmtibility Check (lB59m 
On 28 July 1966, the  continuity and ccmrpatibillty of the electrical  conduits 
connecting tho stage to ground electrical sources were verified. 
Three revisions to the t e s t  included one which clarified 6t test 
two correctfng and o l a r i e i n g  the procedure. 
setup, and 
Ho defects were discovered, 
4.2.3.3 Propellant Utilization System Teste 
The two test pracedures described i n  this paragraph include: 
a. me propellant utilization system manual calibration, which 
provided the setup of tho system. 
b. The Ell system autolnatlc checkout. 
4.2.3.3.1 
The mariual callbration of the propa-t util ization system, FUD. and 
accepted on 4 August 1966, consisted of the following: 
FmpeUant Utilization System Calibration (1364367 B) 
a, 
b. 
c. 
6. 
e. RMR calibration. 
f. 
g. 
Verification of static imrerterlconnrter output voltage, 
% and u>X bridge empty and f’uU calibration. 
Data acquisition of the U+, and IxlX bridge position. 
% and LCH bridge slew checks (1/3 and 2/3 slcv). 
I& and LOX bridge U e a r l t y  checks. 
Verification of hardwire Wing clrauits. 
lo rmlaions were written, nor were any failures biecovered. 
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4.2.3.3.2 Prape-t UtiUeation ~ystem ( U W O 4 8 )  
On 27 August 1966, the abi l i ty  of the  propellant utilization cystem t o  
rcgalete the fuel to oxid%zer mixture ratio wa8 verified. 
I 
I 
I The respltta were 
certified by Engineering on 6 Septcmber 1966. The steps cunprising thiru 
verlf ica t I on were : 
Oven internal temperature check. 
Ijox and m2 bridge zero baunce. 
Ratio valve output n u l l  voltage. 
Loading syBtem integrity check. 
ZXlX and IS2 servo Loop portions of the RfEA. 
Val= mwemtnt check. 
In the documentatian log sheet ,  four revisions were recon.&, Two spec 
data obtained from manual E&CO -4367; one changed a tolerace to account 
for 8 nolsy RJ coarse loading pot; and one deleted a step due to a parts 
shortage. 
ed 
Two failure and rejection reports were written during this t e s t .  
A196148 reported that; PUEA, P/TJ lA59358-517.2, S/N 05, was defective. 
aascnibly w a ~  reworked per B/P lA74597, and retested acceptably, FARR A196194 
noted that the u12 f3ne ma86 reading on PUEA, P/N lA59358-517.2, S/H 07, 
was lov, The assembly WBB reworked to a lA59358-525, S/R 025. 
was aaceptable. 
FARR 
The 
The rework 
4.2.3.4 
Run and L ,  
ation of the aenaar systems for the l i q u i d  level en& liquid/gas di f f erent ia tor ,  
for the WX and 
IRMl Sensor and Control Unit Calibratim (1944546 B) 
;4ad on 4 Augaet  1966, th i s  procedure verified the proper oper- 
point level, and for the tlanks overflll an8 fast fill .  
4.2.3.4 (Continued) 
Two revisions included one correcting a minor error, and one m o d i f ' y i n g  8 
schematic-to-ground a w i r e .  
There wa8 one failure and reJection report written. FARR A184795 reported 
t h a t  control un i t s  4UA9lA66A.212 and 4UAgJA66A210 could not be adjusted t o  
5.0 2 0.5 vdc. 
adjwted t o  28.0 f 2.0 vdc. 
Also, control  unit, P/H U68710-5Il, S/H D24, could not be 
I Rewiring all three uni t s  brought t h e i r  adJustment 
t o  within tolerance. 
4.2.3.5 Exploding Bridgewire System (lB59047) 
I The exploding bridgewire system automatic ver i f ica t ion  was accmplished on 
6 A u g u s t  1966 w i t h  t h e  c a p l e t i o n  of the  following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Preliminary EBW firing unit and pulse 8ensor test. 
EBW firing unit igni t ion pulse sewor self test. 
Ullage rocket EBW firing unit test. 
Ullage rocket j e t t i eon  firing uni t  test. 
I 
I The results of t e s t ing  were accepted on 9 August 1966. 
The six relfisions entered I n  the log sheet included: 
a. Four deleting items, of which three were not required, and one 
was impractical due t o  a parte  shortage. 
b. A reviaion specified that the "resume" button be pressed t o  end 
t h e  t e s t .  
C. A final revision corrected an error i n  t he  program. 
I There were no functional f a i lu re s  reported. 
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4.2.3,6 Range Safety Syetem Tests 
There 'were tvo t e s t s  performed to verifl the operation of the range safety 
receivers. The manual procedure provided the test and equipent setup 
required t o  perform the autanatic procedure. In addition to these two teets ,  
an autanatic checkout of the entire range safety system was conducted. 
4.2,3.6.1 Range safety Receiver. Manual Operations (1B64634) 
Between 8 and 19 August 1.966, the manual test setup required for  the range 
safety receiver checkout was effected and accepted. 
In the log sheet ,  eleven revisions were recorded. There follows ti brief 
descrigtlon of eacht 
' 
a. Two specified reeettlng the signal generator t o  the correct 
center fiequtncy. 
b. A step which was to be done leter was deleted. 
c. ?,io revisions added s t e p  which had been omitted f r o m t h e  procedure, 
and one corrected a minor error. 
d. One specified disconnecting the antenna t o  allow checking of AGC 
drift without antenna noise. 
e. Two called for t h e  reinatalhtion of the 20 db attenuator. 
f. One revision changed a tolerance, and a f ina l  revision returned 
the stage to i t 6  pretesting configuration. 
There were no malfuctiona on record. 
4.2.3,6,2 
The automatic checkout of the range safety receivers, run 8nd accepted on 17 
August 1966, vcrif'led their abi l i ty  t o  receim! flight termination colanatlds and 
Rarute Safety Receiver Test c3.3339116 k l  
inltiate propellsat  dlepersion. 
4.2.3.6.2 (Continued) 
five itoms were incorporated i n  the revision log sheet, 8s follows: 
a. A atop VBB added per HASA request. 
b, Inetructions were given t o  uac fault Fautipes if  "off" cammands 
were not received. 
c. 'Rro revislone corrected minor CFIY)III i n  the program. 
d. A measurement wa8 deleted because of 8 parts shortage. 
No failure and rejection reports  were prepared. 
4.2.3.6 . 3 
The autamatic checkout conducted on 16 August 1966, t o  ver i fy  the perf+ormance 
w e  sa fe ty  Syatan ( ~ 5 9 0 4 9 )  .
of the range safe ty  system consisted of: 
a. 
b. N i n e  cutoff test. 
C. 
d. In-f l ight  turnoff cenmaand test. 
e. Am and engine cutoff camand test. 
f.  Rope l l sn t  dispersion coannmd test .  
q. 
E B W  and receiver external / internsl  power t r ans fe r  test. 
Pulse sensor and propellant dispersion cumnand inhibit  test. 
Safe and arm device test. 
The results of t e s t ing  wire accepted on 19 August 1966, after the following 
eleven reriaions had been incorporated: 
a. Pbur corrected mtnor progFsm erTor8, and one added an item which 
had been omitted. 
b. Two measurement6 were deleted, one because it was no longer required, 
and one because of parts not instal led.  
C .  Four revlslcms added steps to:  
uperutiap; veri fy  stage cutoff c i rcui t ry;  verify the safe and am 
device; and check ex talkback function. 
correct the decltruct system set 
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4.2.3.6.3 (Continued) 
There was one f a i lu re  and reJection report prepared i n  con;funct€on with th i s  
test .  
i n  A I  multiplexer, P/N 1B62513-521, S/H oooO1, which was defective. The board 
was m o v e d  and replaced; however, t he  multiplexer was s t i l l  defective, and 
was replaced. 
?ARR A196143 reported on PC board 4llAW200, P/N PU65OA-1, 8/N 0849, 
4.2.3.7 
Those temperature probes whose n o m 1  operating range did not include ambient 
(roan) temperature were tested between 26 July and 4 August 1965. 
c e r t i f i c a t i o n  of the results was made on 11 August 1966. 
tested by measuring t h e i r  res is tance output at  ambient (known) temperature, and 
comparing t h i s  output t o  8 calculated value baaed upon t h e i r  ca l ibra t ion  curves. 
Cryogenic Temperature Senaor Verification (1B64624) 
Engtneering 
The probes were 
There were eight revisions t o  the or ig ina l  document, modifying t h e  procedure to: 
a. Correct a minor error. 
b. Ensure colsplete checkout of each senfsor. 
C .  Take i n t o  account changes peculiar to  the 503 configuration. 
d. Delete items which were previously considered. 
There wa8 one f a i l u r e  and reJect lon report prepared as a result of t h i s  test. 
PARR A 1 9 6 1 3 6  noted that temperature transducer, P/N lB34473-1, S/H 119, failed. 
!!!he resisteuice output should have been within 5 per cent of 
read open. 
ohms. It 
The transducer was returned t o  the vendor f o r  rework. 
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4.2.3.8 SignaL ConOitianfng &tup (LB6h628) 
Between 5 August end 15 September 1966, a U  signal conditioning equipment 
which was either found out of tolerance during system checkout, or  was out 
of t o l e m c e  as replacement equipancnt, was calibrated.  
~ 
According t o  twenty-eight revisions, the procedure was modified as necessary 
for t h i s  stage. The revisions covered: 
ab Roper reference drawings were called out i n  one revision. 
b. Several pieces of' non-end item test  equipment were added according 
t o  another. 
C. Seventeen revisions changed measurement cal louts  t o  conform t o  
the l a t e s t  Instrumentation R o g m  and Components List, dwg. 
lB4358L. 
A revision apec i f i ed  cmple t ing  a step which was not described in 
the procedure, 
d. 
e. Four corrected minor errors, and one c l a r i f i e d  the procedure. 
f b  A tolerance was narrowed by one revision. 
g. One changed the procedure t o  ccxnply Kith the  production test 
requirements. 
I h. A revlsion wri t ten unnecessarily W ~ B  deleted. 
Testing per this procedure revealed three defects which were  described on 
failure and zyjection reports. 
volt  exci ta t ion  module 4llAglA63A241, P/N I.A74036-l.l, S/m 0240, was 25.0 vdc. 
The module m e  scrapped. 
b h @ 6 3 O ,  P/A lA687O9-l, S/N 00022, would not extend or  re t rac t .  
FARR A184793 noted that the  output from 20 
FAIR'S A196141 and Algdl93 reported that extensiometer 
The extensio- 
' 
I 
1 meter MS removed, re-tuped, oalibrsted, an8 accepted. 
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4.2.3.9 Sinp;le Gideband System Teste 
There were two tests perf'ormed t o  verify thst the s ingle  sideband telemetry 
system, transmitt ing acoust ical  and vibrat ional  data, was functional. The 
checkout consisted of a manual procedure providing test equipment setup, and 
an autanatic procedure. 
4.2.3.9.1 
The test equipncnt setup required fo r  the autamatic checkout of the single  
sideband system was accomplished between 24 August and 6 September 1966. 
Single Sideband System Manual Operations (XI364643 A )  
Forty-three revisions were entered In  the log sheet, recapped as follows: 
a. 
b. 
.c . 
do 
Nine corrected minor errors in the procedure. 
Fourteen steps which were noi required were deleted. 
Steps k*re added by thirteen revisions to: 
equipent (Model 141 cable network Model. 12'7 tape unit, and 
Model 296 signal dis t r ibu t ion  unit); verify the frequency of the 
k 0 0  Hz 
channel marker] and correct  cable designations. 
add end item t e s t  
signal; take i n t o  account errors i n  GSE; check the service 
The remaining seven revisiom per tdned  t o  incorporating items 
which had been mitted fra the procedure. 
!here were eight fsilure and rejection reports w r i t t e n  agadnst defects  found 
while t e s t ing  per this procedure. They were: 
FARR Alg618k noted a loose connection at the  acceleraneter end 
sf' coexial cable 41M'605C, P/N lA8859-1, S/N 04, which was 
suspected of causing voltage def lect ions .  The loose connector 
was tightened, end the deflections continued. The accelerometer 
was then remmd and replacad. 
FAAR A196196 reported tha t  *he above accelerometer was returned t o  
the vendor f o r  rework t o  specs, 
R4RR Ai96192 note3 that wims D8924A22 and D8825A22 of wire harness 
4llW297D3, P/N L%!j8290-1, S/N 00~301, were reversed. 
of plug €8 were rc?maved and reltnstalled per B/P, correct ing the 
d i  sc repine y . 
Rns D and N 
I 
I 
4.2,3.9.1 (Continue&) 
I 
I d. PARFI A196199 observed that the amplitude signal level of' 
trsnbducar kit, P/N U68708-1, S/N 312, w88 zero. 
should have been 80 volte f 10 per cent. 
It 
e. FARR A196200 reported that the forward right-hand mounting stud 
for transducer, P/M ~68708-1, was loose and turned Kith the 
nut, The stud -6 secured succcesful~y. 
FARR A216753 noted that a coaxial connection was damaged at 
amplifier, P/N 1.~68707-7. 
1508, containing tho connector, was returned to the vendor for 
rework to specs. 
Per F'ARR A216756, coaxial cable kllhf%75, at panel, P/N U68707-!j"7, 
S/N 513, had a looee connector causing intermittent operation. 
The connection was tightened, ccrrecting the condition. 
FARR A216757 reported t ha t  coaxial cable 411M+705, P/N lA68708-507, 
S/N 356, had a loose connector. 
ret est ed ac ceptably . 
f. 
Transducer kit, P/N lA687O7-601, S/N 
h. 
The connection vas tightened and 
4.2.3.9.2 Sfngle Sideband System (lB59045) 
The Model DSV-4B-126 F?4 T/M single sideband (SSB) station was used to receive 
vibrational and acoustical signals from the stage for reduction and evaluation. 
This sutcmatic checkout, run on 30 Auguet and accepted on 7 September 1966, 
I 
conaisted oP: 
a. Power distribution, 
b. Sequencer cmands .  
C. Remote autamt ic  calibration assembly. 
d. h r k e r  channel verification. 
e. Refl ight  sweep calibration. 
i. a ~ / m  channel verification. 
g. 6S/FM Cranranitter check. 
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4.2.3.9.2 (Continued) 
The= were f i f t e e n  revisions written t o  modify the procedure, including f i v e  
correcting minor program e m r a ,  The remaining ten were: 
? 
a. Three added steps tor i n se r t  the inflight calibration test; turn 
SSB power on; and do the  channel marker ver i f ica t ian  immediately 
subsequent t o  powar on. 
b. Three deleted steps, because they were no longer required, because 
they were t o  be done later, or because of p a r t 6  shortages. 
c. A revieion changed an item t o  coworm t o  the  instrumentation 
program and cimponents list. 
d ,  One specified ver i f icat ion that certain manual steps had been 
accomplished per H&cO lB64643. 
e. 'ItTo revisions added breakpoints t o  allow f o r  the sweep c a l  camrmsnd. 
180 functional. fa i lures  were noted. 
4.2.3.10 Telemetry Sy stem Tests 
The final acceptance checkout of the telemetry system included a manual t e s t  
eetup and an autanatic checkout. 
4.2.3.1.0.1 
Between 2 and 7 Beptember 1966, those portions of the telemetry system checkout 
Telemetry Syatw, lknual Operations (lB64637) 
which required manual ac t iv i ty  were perf'ormed and verified. Included were 
adjustment of the subcarrier osci l la tors ,  ver i f icat ion of channel assignments, 
ver i f icat ion of SCO pre-emphasis, adjustment of transmitters, and veru ica t ion  
of f l i g h t  recorder and program pluga. 
Noted in the documentation log sheet were twenty-one revision@, which are 
recapped as f'c" -3 :  
a. One addeu the Hodel 296 telemetry signal dis t r ibut ion uni t  t o  the 
l i e t  of end item t e s t  equipnent. 
b.2.3.20.1 (Contlwed) 
b. 
CC 
d. 
e, 
Ten revisions pertained t o  de le t ing  steps which were no longer 
requlrcd, o r  which hsd previously been done. 
Rn, corrected cmrs  i n  the procedure, and one added an item wMch 
had been omitted, 
A revis ion specified ce r t a in  t e s t  stand adjustments. 
The remaining s i x  revisions pertained t o  returning the 7OkHz VCO 
to t he  operP.tiona1 mode; the transition f’ran manual t o  autanet ic  
t e s t ing ;  measuring the  tape 8peeO of the 1 x ) k R Z  recorder; 
lspecffyiag the oscil lograph ehannel for the special service 
channel; end making it the  responsibility of Engineering to 
evaluate strip charts. 
Three failure end reJection reports were v r i t t e n  against this test. 
A196179 and Al96L80 
F M . ’ s  
reported that o s c i l l a t o r  assemblies, P/”s 1B3318~-553 
and -557 respectively,  bad no response. The osc i l l a to r s  were reworked 
acceptably. 
amplifier of oscillator assembly, P/IQ U33187-555, S/N ooOo1, caused the out- 
FARR A216751 noted that addusting the gain on the wideband 
put voltage t o  vary. The w i t  was reworked to  the IB5.2p7-1 configuration, 
and accepted fo r  m e .  
4.2.3.10.2 
Four runs of this procedure were required t o  f m c t i o n a l l y  check out the 
Teler?tr;’ $:sterr,, . 4u tomt i2  3iezkout  (1”.gO50) 
telemetry system. 
24, and 
ThC three n m s  prior t o  final acceptance, cumpleted on 20, 
August 1966, vcrc inconclusive due t o  a progrem error, non-linearity 
of the No, 2 70 kRz VCO, and out-of-tolerance channel outputs. 
performe8 on 2 September and accepted on 7 September 1966, was completed without 
Tho final run, 
difficulties, incorporating the folloving f i r ty -e ight  revfsions: 
a, Rnnty-two corrected procedure, progrsm, and operator errors. 
b. Nine items we* deleted because they were not required, because they 
hsd previously been done, or because psr ta  shortages precluded 
accurate mcastirements. 
4.2.3.10.2 (Continued) 
Three revisions writ ten i n  error were voided. C ,  
d. Seven called for etarting the tape recorder prior t o  resuming 
the program. 
e. Six revisions inser ted neceseary breakpoints. 
f .  Five ca l led  for running steps requested by t he  Data Reduction Group. 
g. The remaining six revisions involved: !!!ransferring data t o  VCL 
t a p  unit 1; noting that the f l i g h t  recorder WBB time eignificant;  
adding an item amitted frm the  procedure; changing a tolerance; 
and adjust ing the antenna input OSE switch. 
The following two f a i l u r e  an8 rejection reports were written t o  record defects  
found whfle t ee t ing  per t h i e  procedure. FARR A196196 noted that coaxial  
switch 41U89A201, P/N 1A69213-1, S / H  0062, read 70 per cent due t o  noise 
pickup, 
lA69213-PDS1 failed t o  reproduce the defect, and the evitch m e  accepted as is. 
It should have road 58 per cent; however, retest per B/P A659- 
PARR A196197 reporteU that the 70 kHz VCO i n  FM/pM/PAH no. 2 transmitter was 
nonlinear In its middle range. VCO was reworked t o  B/P and accepted. 
4.2.3.11 
The three tes t  procedures conducted t o  ascer ta in  the function of the digi ta l  
data acquis i t ion automatic checkout system were: 
Digi ta l  Data Acquisition System Tests 
. 
4 
i 
a. DDAS manual calfbration. 
b. DDAS autamatic calibration. 
C .  DDAS a u t m a t i c  checkout. 
* 
assembly. Channel cgtpute were &etcmlnsd multiplexer by mlt ip lexer .  2,ese 
%e only revisiofi ma6e changes as cecessary t o  ref lect  t he  nev nxnbzr of ;k 
autmst;ic ca l ibra t ion  proc9dure. 
%ere were LIC Cmct iuna i  fa i lures  on record. 
the f i m t  time on 29 July, and acce?ted on 3 A u g ~ ~ s t  1%. Fcur revisiws t o  
a, k e  requirfng tbat the stage powey setup t e s t  r e s u l t s  tsFe reriain 
loaded. 
c. One d e l e t i n g  a step because of & prirt;s shortaq?, 6114 m e  dtll.?%i:?< 
a r%ep which 'w9s co longer zquirect, 
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4 . 2.3 . 11.2 
powor setup tape mmained loaded; and one deleting a l l  portions of the  
checkout not relevant t o  the  A l  multiplexer. 
{Cant i nued ) 
The above referenced PARR AlN143, r e p h c i n g  the multiplexer i s  described i n  
paragraph 4.2.3.6.3. !here were no other malhtnctions. 
4.2.3.11.3 
The D924.A ccanputer was used, first on 1 and 2 August, and f i n a l l y  on 11 
D i T i t a l  nata Acquis i t ion  Systen Autcmatic Checkout (1B59044 A)  
August 1966, to automatically check out the d i g i t a l  data acquisit ion system. 
The first m u  w88 tenninated due t o  extensive program er rors  which were 
rect i f ied,  resul t ing i n  the "A" revision of the mC0. The r e su l t s  of the 
f i n a l  run were accepted by Ebgineerlng on 8 September 1966; however, 103 
r e v i s i m s  were' incorporated a t  t h i s  time. Briefly, they covered: 
a. 
bo 
C. 
8. 
e. 
i. 
g. 
h a  
Seven changed tolerances t o  r e f l ec t  the in s t a l l a t ion  of simulators. 
Tvo pertained t o  the inclusion of the  Model DSV-4B-279 vehicle 
i n s t m e n t a t i o n  checkout un i t  i n  the  l i s t  of end item t e s t  
equipment. 
Thrct revisions written i n  error were voided. 
Seven added items mitted fram the  procedure, and thir ty- three 
corrected errors i n  the procedure, program, or  data description 
tape. 
Five revisions were written t o  bring the procedure in to  ccmpliance 
with the revfscd Instrumentation program and components list. 
Three changed the  pmgram t o  conform t o  new strain gauge modules 
wbich had been installed. 
Four revisions were writ ten because newly in s t a l l ed  temperature 
patches had d i f f e ren t  temperature-to-resietance ratios, and two 
redsions noted that several  temperature probes could not be RACS 
t e s t e d  due t o  proximity t o  the cold plates.  
Eleven rev-idions were neaessftated becauee of incorrect channel 
a8signments. 
4.2.3.11.3 (Continued) 
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i. Eleven deleted s teps  and/or measurements which were e i t h e r  no 
longer required, or were affected by ,parts shortages. 
3. Five revisions pertained t o  defective transducers which were 
replaced. (Reference FARR's A196195 end Al96198). 
k. The remaining ten  revisions pertained to:  adjus'hnent of cal ibrat ion 
signal voltage for correct  load; accounting f o r  the new 5-2 engine 
analog position indicators; multiplexer input decay a f t e r  RACS 
removal; 13.6 in. o f f se t  of the 340 in .  extensiometers; t ab les  
f o r  entering the  results of hardwire measurements; new RACS codes; 
rewiring the EBW pulse sensor; a wiring error;  and nuninal d r i f t  
of the Model 296 sign81 generator. 
FARR A196195 noted t h a t  the output fran accelerometer, P/N M8769-503, 
S/A 207, was 0.5 vdc. 
was returned to the  vendor f o r  rework t o  specs. 
transducer, P/N lB40242-507, S/N 507-5, had oQt-of-tolerance high and low RACS 
outputs. The transducer was re tested without duplicating t h e  defect, and it 
was therefore accepted lor use. 
It should have been 4.850 f 0.100 vdc. The acce lermeter  
FARR A196198 reported that 
No other functional failures were discovered. 
4.2.3.12 
The antenna system designed for the reception of telemetry and flight 
termination signals vas operationally tes ted between 22 July and 9 August 1%. 
The resu l t6  were accepted on the latter date. 
There were forty-three entries in the  revision log eheet, surmnarized as follows: 
a. !bo Yere written because th! transmitter and amplifier were now one 
i t em.  
b. 
C. Twenty-five revisions corrected minor errors. 
d. 
e. 
Four added items uni t t td  f m  the  procedure. 
Two steps which w e r e  no longer required were deleted. 
A revision provided a meter with required sensi t ivi ty .  
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f. One called for  a transmitter frequency check, two specified 
range safety insertion los s  measurements, and two described a f ina l  
system VSWR check. 
i g. hro revieions incorporated a l l m c e s  for cable insertion loss, 
I he "he final t w o  revisions pertained to turning transmitter power off. 
There were t w o  failure and rejection reports written against this procedure, 
FARR Ar84792 noted that the phase angle of coax cable, P/N LA82204-505, 
SIN 0025, wa6 65'. 
FARR Us138 reported that reflected power detector 4 1 1 A ~ 2 0 ,  P/X? lA74776-503, 
S/lV 2-0200, could not be adjusted. 
vas not duplicated. 
~ 
It should have been 30'. The cable was scrapped. 
The detector was retested, and the defect 
It wa5 therefore accepted for use. 
4.2.3.13 APS S m h t o r  Test (lB59051) 
The Model DSV-4B-188 APS module simulators were used t o  verify the continuity 
and compatibility of the vlring through the stage/APG interface. The specif lc  
tests perfanned were: 
a. Verification that application of bus power did not reault i n  
excessfve Static l w d s .  
b. Verification that attitude control coslnnands from the N controlled 
the proper eete of quad-redundant solenoids. 
Verification of proper APS telemetry measuzments. c. 
Run on 6 Augast and accepted OR 10 August 1966, the teat  was cranpleted with 
the adaftion of the following five revisions: 
a. Twosspecified steps to ensure that the relay8 in tb attitude control  
module had operated. 
be Tro revisiari:, x t e d  canpensatfans for wiring drop. 
c1  The last revision corrected IA minor programming error. 
There were no functional failures found while testing per this procedure. 
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4.2.4 Rapulslon System Tests 
The following nine tests were performed t o  et3tabliBh the  function and In t eg r i ty  
of the  propulsion system ccrmponents, and the  alignment of the J-2 engine: 
a. Ropulsion system control console/stagc campatibll i ty test  - 
pamgraph 4.2.4.1. 
b. Fuel t ank  pressurization system leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.2. 
C. Fneumatic control  eystem leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.3. 
d. Cold helium system leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.4, 
e. Ropel lan t  tanks system leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.5, * 
f .  
g. 
h. 
i. 
Repressurization system leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.6. 
5-2 engine system leak check - paragraph 4.2.4.7. 
Propulsion system automatic checkout - paragraph 4.2.4.8, 
Engine alignment - paragraph 4.2.4.9. 
4.2.4.1 Propulsion System Control Console/Stage Ccmpatlbility Check 
1 u59454 1 
The check of the  caapa t ib i l i ty  between the propulsion system control  console and 
the  stage propulsion system involved throwing switches on the  console and 
ver i fying praper eolenoid responses on the stage. This was accomplished and 
certified on 4 A u g u a t  1966, v i th  four revisions incorporated. O f  these, two 
deleted steps which were not required, one corrected an error, and one c l a r i f i e d  
a statement. 
There were no malfunctions on record. 
4.2.4.2 Fuel Tank PFessurizatIon System Leak Check (lB59456) 
A manual leak check of the 
1 and 8 Auguet 1966, v i t h  acceptance of the reeul ts  occurring on the latter 
date. 
tank prcseurleatlon system was performed between 
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4.2.4.2 (Continued) 
There were five e n t r i e s  on the leak check log, all of which were cleared after 
specified revork. Five revisions t o  the procedure included one which was 
la ter  voided, two describing 8 setup t o  prevent backflow i n t o  the system, one 
correcting an error,  and one deleting a step which was no longer required. 
Four failure and re jec t ion  reports, FARR’s A18479’7, A184798, Al84799, and 
Al.84800, pertained t o  galling and scratches on pipe assembly, P/N 1B64112-1, 
check valve, P/N lB65673-1, and quick disconnect, P/M 7852861-1, which caused 
leakage between the pipe assembly, and both the check valve and the disconnect. 
The damaged areas were reworked acceptably. 
4.2.4.3 
Between 11 August and 6 September 1966, this procedure was run and accepted, 
verifying the in tegra l  status of the pneumatic control system, 
Pneumatic Control System Leak Check (lB594r) 
There were twenty-nine leaks noted in the log sheet, a l l  of wMch were resolved 
through rework. Nine revi6ions modified the procedure, as follows: 
a. 
b. 
One provided for updating E drawing. 
Three deleted leak checks on connections which were inaccessible, and 
two checks mrc deleted due t o  parts shortages. 
c ,  A revision c l a r i f i e d  the procedure, and another added an i t e m  
omitted from a procedure. 
4. The final revision provided for checking out orifice, P/N U4885k-1. 
The following three failure and reject ion report8 were writ ten against  this 
procedure : 
a,, FARR A196142 ;,:,‘ad that actuation control module 4 U 2 ,  P/N 1a65292-1, 
8/1p 012, leaks.:; f i t% 200 scim. 
for replacement 
The module m e  returned to the vendor 
4.2.4.3 
b. 
C. 
4.2.4.4 
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FARR A196145 reported t h a t  excessive leakage was noted ayound the 
screws mounting the  actuation port adapter on prevalve, P/N 
IAk9968-509, S/N 102. The prevaive was returned t o  the vendor 
for  rework t o  speca. 
FARR A 1 9 6 1 4 6  observed that LOX prevalve, P/N IAk9968-509, S/N 011, 
leaked at the  screws holding the actuat ion port adapter t o  the 
body of the valve. This 
wae accepted f o r  use. 
h. slight leak remained a f t e r  rework. 
Cold Helium System Leak Check (lB59458) 
Confirmation of the i n t e g r i t y  of the  cold helium UIX tank pressurization 
system was made on 6 August 1966, with Engineering acceptance taking place on 
6 September 1966. 
One revis ion was writ ten t o  c l a r i f y  a step, and twelve leakage conditions 
were noted i n  the log sheet. All =re resolved s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  following rework. 
One m s  described on FARR Al%lb, which reported on R rough, galled spot i n  
the upstream flare seat of tube assembly, P/N lJ3524.41-1, causing leekage i n  
excess of 0.001 cc per second. A Voi'shan eeal was ins ta l led ,  rec t i fy ing  
the condition. 
4.2.4.'5 Propellant Tank8 System Leak Check (rS59459) 
The equipncnt setup and ins t ruc t ions  required to leak check the vacuum ducts, 
common bulkhead, propellant tanks, and associated valves, are described in t h i s  
procedure. 
Run between 23 August and 6 September 1966, the  checkout vas cmpleted wi th  no 
dnt r iee  i n  the l eak  check log sheet, and no ftmctional failures. 
There were three revisions recorded. 
instead of helium, for leak checks; and one r ec t i f i ed  an amiseion. 
Two changed the  procedure t o  use Aron 
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4.2.4.6 
Run and accepted between 16 August and 6 September 1966, this p ~ b c d -  
establlehed the leak free condition of the LOX and Ll$ tank reprcssurizatlon 
Repressurization Syatem Leek Check (XB594601 
syetms b 
Six entries i n  the leak check log sheet were resolved by ch&n8ing seals or 
retorquing "B" nuts, except for two noted below. 
original document pertained to sdding items anitted fram the procebure, and 
leak checking the connection between the LOX represeurization control module 
and the pressurization l i n e .  
I"nree revisions to the 
The above mentioned leakage conditions were noted at unions, 
and MC177ClW. 
conditions per FARR's ~196189 and A l S l q 0 .  
P/"s MC16OC12W 
Crush washers, P/N ~185~12, were installed to correct the 
4.2.4.7 
T h e e  were two dist inct  t e s t s  involved i n  checking the 5-2 engine system for 
leakage. 
and hardwart, and the thrust chamber leak check included testing the chamber 
and the main iuel and oxidizer valves. 
5-2 Engine System 'Lesk Check (uB5946l) 
The 5-2 engine leak check involved checking a l l  l ine8 ,  valves, 
Testing began on 12 August 1966, vith acceptance taking place on 6 Septmber 
1s6. 
iamwdiatcly. 
connection between the pneumatic control package and the fine regulartor 
outlot pressure l ine  leuked at 4 scim. 
Three entries i n  the leak chock log included two which were resolved 
The t h i rd  was recapped to FATW Al.96147, m c h  noted that the 
A new s e d .  and fitting installed. 
I S i x  revisions to the procedure were enterdl in the revisinn documentation log 
I 
sheet. hro rect i f ied procedure missions, two deleted steps vhich had already I 
I 
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4.2.4.7 (Cont inued) 
been done, one changed a step to comply with mema 1 9 ,  and the  final 
revision corrected a minor error. 
Four other f a i l u r e  and re jec t ion  reports, not noted i n  the  leak check log, 
were!: 
a. 
b. 
C .  
d. 
FARR ~196178 noted shreds of metal and p l a s t i c  i n  the  engine 
control  b o t t l e  fill system. The f i l l  l i n e  was purged. 
FARR ~196181 reported scratches on both ende of tube assembly, 
P/N lB52566-1, and damage t o  the  teflon insulat ion in several 
places. The flared ends were hand polished per DPS 10001, and 
the t e f lon  wrapping was removed and replaced per B/P. 
FARR A196182 observed imperfections i n  the threaded end of t he  nipple 
sea t  of qufck disconnect assembly, P/H lA49958-523, S!N 29. 
surface was polished with No. 400 paper. 
The 
FARR ~196183 noted t h e  same problem fo r  disconnect assembly, 
P/N IA4999-515, S/N 12. It, too, was polished out. 
4.9.4.8 I Propulsion System Test (-43961 
The automatic funct ional  checkout of the propulsion Bysten! consisted of s i x  
d i s t i n c t  procedures, as follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
a. 
e. 
Pressure switches t e s t ,  zvn on 20 August and again on 22 August 
1966. The first xun was repeated due to  a malfunction of the 
engine pump purge pressure switch. The second run vas canpleted 
sa t i s f ac to r i ly .  
The IX2 tank pressurizat ion system test, performed on 22 August 
1966. 
replaced. 
The only problem was a transducer in GSE Model 321, which was 
The LOX tank pressurization qystem test, conducted on 25 August 
1966, vas cmpleted with no malflmctions. 
The 5-2 engine system t e s t ,  run between 26 and 31 August 1966. 
This tes t  wae rerun three times due t o  GSE and program problems. 
The pneumatic control syatem test, perfonned on 31 August 1966. 
FARR A216752 noted a broken wlre frcm the LOX prevalve, which 
MB repaired by replacing p i n  11 of plug 26. 
I 
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f. The repressurization system test was run on 2 8cptember 1966 
with no nmlf'unctians. 
The results of testing the propulsion system components were ver i f ied  and 
~ 
accepted by Ehgineering on 7 September 1966, 
There were fifty-one revisions t o  the procedure recorded in the documentation 
I log sheet, a6 follows: 
a. 
b. 
C .  
d. 
e, 
f. 
8. 
he 
Tvo provided poeltive ver i f icat ion of valve t ravel .  
Nineteen corrected procedure, program, and operator errors,  and 
one added an i t e m  which had been m i t t c d .  
Four revisions were writ ten t o  conform t o  Rocketdyne msnual 
R-3825-1~. 
Five inser ted breakpoints and time delays a8 required. 
Four revisions provided manual checkout of pressure swttches. 
Five Items were deleted because of p a r t s  shortages, because of 
haviag been previously done, or because they were no longer 
required. 
A revision w r i t t e n  I n  emor  was voided. 
The remaining t en  revisions pertained to: 
of loops; allowing f o r  pressure due t o  gFBYityj elevating the 
second stage pressurization spike; clariPylng hookup between 
towers 5 and 6; changing the  engine control b o t t l e  pressure; 
revalidating the rtpressurization and pneumatic control  system 
&bcCO's U359460 and lB59457; and loosening a tolerance, 
Reducing the number 
No other defects  were noted, 
4.2.4.9 Engine A1ip;nmtnt (lB39126) 
This procedure contained ins tmct ions  f o r  measurfng and adjusting actuator  I 
~ 
lengths i n  ordei- '.> align the  5-2 engine properly Kith the st-. The align- 
ment and verificat!r..n were completed on 26 July 3.966, with Engineering acceptance 
taking place on the following day. 
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4.2.4.9 (Con t hued ) 
One revision entered i n  the log sheet chsryed one of the locat ions st which 
the elevation of datum plane G uas measured, due t o  s t m c t u r a l  interference.  
No malfunctions were reported. 
4.2.5 Hydraulic system Tests  
The two procedures pexfonaed t o  ve r i fy  the in tegr i ty ,  cleanliness,  and 
function of the  stage hydraulic system were: 
8. Fil l ,  f lush,  bleed, and f l u i d  samples t e s t .  
b. Hydraulic system autamatic checkout. 
4.2.5.1 Hydraulic System F i l l ,  Flush, Bleed, and Fluid Samples (lB409’73 B) 
The cleanl iness  of the hydmulic f lu id ,  as w e l l  as the  clearance between the  
engine and t he  stage structure, were c e r t i f i e d  between 5 August and 15 
September 1966 . 
There were t h i r t e e n  revisions t o  the  document, including ten  which added steps 
because the gimbal cont ro l  unit had been reworked. 
t o  changing paragraphs because the 5-2 engine feed bellows was disconnected 
frm the stage, and because the Mode1 699 servo valve squealed. 
The other three pertained 
There were EO funct ional  failures reported. 
4.2.5.2 Hydraulic System (lB’j9l22 A )  r) 
The autanat ic  and manual tests required t o  confirm the function of the hydraulic 
8ySt€Sll VlCFe: 
8. Accumulator precharge t e s t .  
b. Reservoir o i l  volume test  (unpressurlzed). 
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Resenroir o i l  pressure test (unpressuriesd). 
C o a s t  rnde thexmal switch test. 
Hd-stroke lock tolerance check. 
l’qrstan pressurc tes t  (pressurized) . 
Reservoir o i l  pressure test (pressurized). 
Reservoir o i l  volume tes t  (pressurized). 
Polarity,  l i nea r i ty ,  and clearance checks. 
Rans ien t  meponse test . 
Frequency response t e s t s .  
Performed on 18 August and certified on 7 September 1966, the aforementioned 
teste  were sccanplished as modified by the following t en  revisions: 
a. 
b. 
C .  
d o  
e, 
f. 
One replaced a 2. step with a 3’ step. 
Four steps which were no longer required were deleted, and a 
step was deleted due t o  a p s r t s  shortage. 
A revision required that the stage power setup tes t  results tape 
runnin open. 
Another specified that the command re l ay  be subscripted i n  the 
fault routine of the frequency response crossover logic. 
A revision corrected a minor program error. 
The final revision corrected the halves balance ratio l i m i t  printout.  
!l!here.were no malf’unctions on record. 
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4.2.6 
The a l l  systems simulated f l i g h t  t e s t  vas conducted on 8 and 9 September 
1966. 
f a i lu re .  
A l l  Systans Test (lB596O A 1  
The first run, on 8 September, was terminated due t o  a f a c i l i t y  power 
The,second and successful mn was cmpleted vi th  lo3 revisions, and 
was f i n a l l y  accepted by Engineering on 27 September 1966. 
The t e s t  consisted of operating all stage systems, together, under conditions 
such as those prevailing during prelaunch a c t i v i t i e s ,  l i f t o f f ,  powered f l i gh t ,  
hydraulic gimballing, r e s t a r t ,  and coast. The stage was connected t o  
f a c i l i t y  sources through the  umbilicals u n t i l  simulated l i f t o f f ,  a t  which time 
the  umbilical cables  were ejected and the systems continued t o  operate on 
stage-mounted power and air  conditioning supplies. 
The above mentioned revisions included: 
a. 
b. 
C .  
d. 
e. 
P. 
g. 
h. 
A correction t o  the reference drawing list.  
Additions t o  the list of end item test equipment. 
Twenty-four revis ions delet ing steps which were not required, 
o r  which had been previously done, o r  where p a r t s  shortages 
made accurate  measurements impossible. 
Three revis ions changed the procedure t o  r e f l e c t  special  cable 
in s t a l l a t ions .  
Three Inserted up-to-dnte tolerance changes. 
hto revis ions added s teps  which were necessitated because the  
umbilicals were ejected during the test. . 
A revis ion authorized an increase i n  power input t o  the range 
safe ty  receivers  due t o  antenna relocation. 
Five revisions pertained t o  checkout of t h e  s ingle  sideband 
ground s ta t ion.  
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I. 
J. 
k. 
1. 
(Continued ) 
Thirty-two revisions clarified or added items a n l t t t d  fran 
the procedure, or corrected procedure and program  error^. 
Eighteen inser ted breakpoints and time delays as necessary. 
Two revisions written In error were voided. 
The remaining eleven revisions pertained to: 
channels; a modification t o  the procedure per NASA request; 
ensuring recording of all sc t ive  channels; t es t ing  the A B ;  
accurate positioning of ~ourcc eelcctor switches; manually 
verifying remrktd transducers; and a defective DC amplifier 
(reference FARR A216760) . 
checkout of PAM 
FARR A216759 reported that the output f’rm transducer, P/pl U88599-1, 
S/N MA04, was 0.6 wms. 
t o  duplicate the defect, and the transducer was accepted f o r  use. 
Output shaulU have been 1.4 m s .  Retest f a i l e d  
FARR A2l.6760, mentioned above, noted that the high output frm DC 
amplifier, P/N lA82395-1, S/N 2145, WBS 2.989 vdc; It should have been 
4.000 vdc. I The amplifier was returned t o  the vendor for rework t o  specs. 
r) 
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4.3 Stage Manufacturing Tests 
A l l  manufacturing and tes t  records for the stage sre reviewed and presented 
i n  t h i s  paragraph. 
paration of the  stsge ror s h i p e n t  t o  STC. 
description of the  permanent nonconformances recorded on FARR's during manu- 
facturing and test, while those nonconformances discovered during final. in- 
spection and preshipment a c t i v i t i e s  are narrated i n  table I, sect ion 3. 
The disposit ioning of these FARR's w a s  accamplished by the  Material Review 
Board. A review h'aa been made of acceptance test  data pertaining t o  t h e  
weight, balance, and shipment requirements, hydrostatic proof tests, and 
subsequent leak check of t he  propellant tanks. 
Also included are those procedures pertaining t o  pre- 
Table I1 contains narrated 
4.3.1 Stage Preparation for Shipment 
Five procedures were conducted t o  prepare the  stage f o r  shipment, by trans- 
porter ,  t o  Los Alamitos Naval A i r  Station, and by Super Guppy from there t o  
Sacramento. These procedures were: 
a. Stage preparation, a i r  transport,. 
b. 
C. Stage loading, air carrier.  
d. 
e. Weigh and balance procedure. 
Stage t ransportat ion,  transporter,  air carry pa l le t .  ' 
Preparation of the stage for  t h e  weigh and balance procedure. 
4.3.1.1 Stage Preparation for  A i r  Transportation (U57355 A )  
The preparation of the  stage for sir ca r r i e r  transportation t o  Douglas STC 
took place between 5 and 10 October 1966. The following s teps  were included: 
a. Installation of t h e  a i r  carry r o l l e r  t ransfer  k i t  onto t h e  
transporter.  
bo Ins t a l l a t ion  of t he  air c a r r y  support assembly ( p a l l e t )  onto t h e  
t rmspor te r .  
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4.3.1 . 1 
C. 
d. 
( Continued ) 
Ins t a l l a t ion  of t h e  stage hois t  equiposent. 
Loading of t h e  stage onto the air carry pal le t / t ransporter .  
lo rcvlsions or maltunctions were reported. 
4.3.1.2 
On ll Oc$ober 1966, the stage was moved from Douglas SSC t o  NAS Los A l a r m i t o s  
in preparation for loading the  stage onto the Super Guppy. 
quences specif ied in the  procedure, the transporter checkout and t h e  prime 
mover t o  t ransporter  hookup, vere deleted per the  only revision. They had 
Stage Transportation - Transporter (3.1357356) 
Two major BC- 
previously been accomplished. The other s teps  i n  the procedure were: 
8. Stage transportation procedure. 
b. Prim mover t o  t ransporter  disconnect. 
4.3.1.3 
The stage w a s  loaded onto the  Super Guppy air ca r r i e r ,  for  t ransportat ion 
ilcorn Douglas SSC t o  STC, on 11 October 1966. The loading procedure consisted 
of the  following steps:  
a. Transferring the stage,  with its p a l l e t ,  frm the  t ransporter  t o  
the cergo lift trailer (CLT). 
Positioning the  CLT, with t h e  stage, i n  preparation f o r  loading 
i n t o  the air e e r i e r .  
b. 
C. Loading the stage, with i t 8  pa l l e t ,  i n to  t h e  air car r ie r .  
d. Removal of ground support equipment. 
e. Approval of flight status. 
Five revisions changed the  procedure by: 
step; eliminating a referenced documeat; and reversing the order of two steps.  
adding two items; deleting one 
80 functional failures were noted. 
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4.3.1.4 
The preparation of t h e  stage for horizontal weigh and balance, completed 
on 4 and 5 October 1966, consisted of: 
Preparation fo r  Stage Weigh end Balance (lB37831 C ]  
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
In s t a l l a t ion  of stage handling rings. 
Preparation of the weighing area i n  the  VCL. 
Ins t a l l a t ion  of t h e  stage and handling rings on t h e  cradles. 
Ins ta l la t ion ,  checkout, and removal ( after weighing operation 1 
of weighing equipment. 
In s t a l l a t ion  of the  stage support assembly (engine protective 
cover ) . e. 
f. Ins t a l l a t ion  of the  stage, with rings and cradles,  on the 
transporter.  
The preparation was accomplished with no revisions or other discrepancies. 
4.3.1.5 
On 6 October 1966, the  stage was weighed, and t h e  horizontal  center of 
Weigh and Balance (lB64539 A )  
gravi ty  was determined, i n  preparation f o r  stage shipment t o  STC. The pre- 
dicted accuracy of the  weight measurement w a 6  t 0.1per cent. - 
The stage weight i n  air was found t o  be 28,011.1 pounds, and the calculated 
weight a4justed ror  Standard Locality i n  a vacuum v a ~  28,075.3 pounds. The 
longitudinal center of gravi ty  was located at s t a t ion  338.57. 
Seven revisions were noted, of which three  pertained t o  e revised tare 
weight, three changed s teps  t o  c l a r i o  t h e  procedure, and one deleted a 
step. 
No &functions occurred. 
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4.3.2 GN, - Elec t r ica l  Preshipment Purge - A i r  C a r r y  (1865783 A )  
Between 5 and 10 October 1966, the  stage was purged and dried t o  a -25' F 
- 
dewpoint (300 ppm by volume) i n  preparation for s h i p e n t  t o  STC. 
derriacaat was i n s t a l l ed  i n  order t o  maintain a clean, dry, and safe dif- 
f e r e n t i a l  pressure environment during air  transportation, 
A 
I There were fourteen revis ions noted i n  the  log sheet. Eight deleted steps 
I which were no longer required, or because of par t s  not instal led;  two added 
I 
items which had been omitted; one pertained t o  resequencing par t s  of t h e  
I procedure; one lovered pressure t o  obtain more accurate dewpoint readings; 
and two were written b@C8USe the  LH2 vent could not be operated e lec t r ica l ly .  
No malfunctions were encountered. 
I 
4 . 3 . 3 Final Inspect ion 
A f i n a l  inspection of all mechanical and e lec t r i ca l  meas w a s  performed 
before tho stage was weighed and prepared fo r  shipment. There were 215 
I 
I 
dimcrepancies noted during f i n a l  inspection of which 95 were of a mechanical 
nature, and 120 were e lec t r ica l .  
devi8tione involving loose parts, lack of torquing, excess materials, to rn  
or missing I D  bands, and area8 requiring cleaning and paint touch-up. The 
electrical problems, also minor, were wires r id ing  the s t ructure ,  ground 
The mechanical discrepancies were minor 
I 
etude not torqued, loose or t i g h t  clamps, damaged and chaffing wires, 
missing I D ,  termfnals improperly aerved, wires improperly coiled and stowed, 
exccs6 parts, and areas requiring cleanup and paint. A l l  problems were I 
quickly resolved, except for t he  following three: 
a. FARR A214705 noted damaged insulat ion on COBX: cables 410MT600 and 
403M!P?51, and dings on the  ex ter ior  of the thrust chamber. 
d8megod Wires were wrspped w i t h  tef lon tape per DPS,  and the dings 
were accepted as is. 
The 
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b. FARR ~216706 reported on insulat ion damage t o  coax cables 
425~~601 and 403W708. 
t e f lon  tape per DPS 1,357-15. 
The damaged areas were wrapped with 
C. FARR A216707 noted cracks, trimmed cap, and an excess hole i n  
the aft skirt. The cracked area was scamed, t h e  trimmed cap 
was sealed with DPM 2531, and the  excess hole w a s  covered by 
a doubler. 
4.3.1 
The structural in t eg r i ty  of the  propellant tanks assembly vas ver i f ied  
Propellant Tank Leak and Hydrostatic Proof Tests 
using hydrostatic proof tests and several  kinds of leek checks. The 
hydrostatic tes t  consisted of exposing points throughout the assembly t o  
d i f f e ren t i a l  va te r  pressures, i n  order t o  determine t h e i r  stress patterns.  
Helium, freon, and bubble solution, as w e l l  as dye penetrants, were used t o  
leak check t h e  tanks. 
4.3.4.1 
The hydrostatic proof checkout of the propellant tanks assembly, conducted 
Propellant Tanks Hydrostatic Proof Test (1B38414) 
t o  determine leakages and t h e i r  s t ruc tu ra l  stress pat terns ,  was performed 
twice. 
dame failed the  test (reference FARR A188495). 
The first run w a s  aborted on 24 February 1966 when the  LOX tank aft  
The second issue, with a 
replacement tank assembly, S/N 1007A, w a s  run to completion on 29 and 30 
March 1966, and contained three revisions. 
emergency drain and refill, and one changed the procedure t o  allow Engineer- 
Two pertained t o  LH2 tank 
ing t o  record s t r a i n  gauge readings during LOX t8nls pressurization. 
' Performed per the specif icat ions of acceptance test, procedure A659- 
lB38414-1-PDS 7, the test consisted of t h e  following: 
a, Proof.of the  common bulkhead to a posit ive (internal) pressure 
d i f f e ren t i a l  of 27.5 + 0.5 - 0.0 psi, end the LOX tank at  the 
common bulkhead j o i n t  t o  28.7 + 0.5 - 0.0 psi. 
Douglaa Report DAC-56505 
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Proof of the  cooplpon bulkheed to  a negative (external) pressure 
differential of -20.6 i 0.0 -0.5 psi ,  &d the LH2 tank at t h e  
c-on bulkhead j o i n t  t o  22.5 + 0.5 -0.0 psi .  
proof or the  LOX tank t o  a posi t ive ( in t e rn&)  pressure dit- 
f e r e n t i a l  of 51.0 + 0.5 -0.0 psi, and t h e  capamon bulkhead at 
the  aft dome Jo in t  t o  19.2 + 0.5 -0.0 psi .  
Roof of t he  LH2 tank aft dome t o  38.0 + 0.5 -0.0 psi ,  and t h e  
caslpIM)n bulkhead at t h e  aft dome j o i n t  t o  a positive ( i n t e r n a l )  
pressure d i f f e r e n t i a l  of 5.2 4 0.0 -0.5 psi. 
FARR A188495 w88 w r i t t e n  to report on aft dame, S/N 1007, vhich was 
cracked when pressurized t o  50 psi. I The 1007 tank assembly was removed and 
reworked t o  salvage SEO 1A39303-014, eud tsnk assembly, S/lQ 1007A, vas 
insta l led  in its place. 
1.3.4.2 Leak Check 
The propellant tanka assembly ~8 both leak and dye checked, subsequent t o  
hydrostatic testing, to ensure the s t ruc tu ra l  in tegr i ty  of its canponente 
and welds. Direction and results of theae tests were recorded on QuaLity 
Engineering Charts (QEC), which me included in t h e  Stage Log Book. 
QEC papers 751, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 759, 761, 794, 932, 1520, 
1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1537, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1516, 1557, crnd 1558 were 
used for the hdogen, helium, and bubble solut ion leek Checks, 
leak8 w e r e  noted and were reworked. 
conducted per QEC's 799, 902, 901, 905, 908, 915, 916, 917, 920, 921, 924, 
935, 968, 986, 1579, 1580, 1684, 1687, 1691, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, and 
1697. Several dye chock indications were noted, but were accepted. 
s i x  required the generation of failure and re ject ion reports, 88 follows: 
a. FARR A197779 noted grea te r  then No. 3 porosi t ies  i n  the aft dome 
Three minor 
The dye check of' all tank welds vas 
However, 
ring veld, The indication6 were ground out and accepted. 
4.3.4.2 
' b o  
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
* 
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( Continued) 
FARR A197905 reported on grea te r  than No, 3 poros i t ies  and a 1/8 
in. l i n e a r  indicat ion i n  the forward donne r ing weld. The defects 
were ground and blended out. 
FARR A197924 pertained t o  three cracks and grt.a':er than No. 3 
porosity i n  the  LOX f i l l  l i n e  f i t t i n g  t o  aft done segment 3 weld. 
The defects were ground out and accepted. 
FARF? A197990 indicated t h a t  QEC 1697 revealed a crack i n  t h e  
ins ide  weld of f i t t i n g ,  P/N 1B44178-1, t o  t h e  forward dome. 
crack was ground out,  polished, and etched. 
The 
FARR A197391 noted connected l i nea r  porosity and two s m a l l  
t ransverse cracks i n  t h e  external flange f i t t i n g ,  P/N 1333284-501, 
t o  forward dome segment 2 weld. 
etched, and blended. 
The indications were ground out ,  
FARR A197996 revealed t w o  longitudinal cracks i n  t h e  LOX f i l l  
l i n e  f i t t i n g  t o  aft  dame segment 3 weld. The condition was 
reworked per  salvage SEO lA39303-015, 
87/88 
. .  
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Figure 5 .  Auxiliary Propulsion Module 
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GLOS S A W  
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. A B L T  
ACS 
AV.4 
.4sc 
AC 
APS 
cco 
C C w l  
C oun t d o m  
' Jr i t icel  
Cmponent s 
CLT 
DDAS 
DDT 
BPS 
?ye eheck 
. 37?TJ 
ECL 
ECP 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
As Buil t  Configuratim List. 
change l e t t e r ,  and manufacturing position index number. 
p i l ed  by the  Reliabil i ty Assurance Department from tfie manu- 
factur ing paper applicable t o  the  stage. 
Autmatic  Checkout System (Cmplete ZomFlex) . 
A listing of the part number, 
fom- 
Air Force Qual i ty  Assumnce 
A u t m a t i c  Gain Control 
Asseybly Outline. DorJumeEt controll ing the ass igmsnt  of work 
t o  acsembly areas, and orovides a record of confon?ance. 
?lwncd ~ n d  released by Phcufacturing ?lann.Ln,q and ve r i f i ed  
through R e l i a b i l i t y  Assurance (Qual i ty  Con%rcl) proceda-es. 
Awiliar-,r Propulsion System 
VZontrac t 2hanqe Order 
A :onpx.er rau t ine  f o r  changing &ita i n  nemory. 
Tasks carried on during t h e  
o r  ztatic firing exercise. 
Con ,&.-oncis) from i n i t i a t i o n  t o  
I 7  incse f u n z t i o m l  components 
backward counting ( i n  minutes acd 
conchs ion  of a prapeliant londimz, 
essen t i a l  t o  stage perfommce. 
Cargo L i f t  !?railer 
D i p i t a l  Data Acauisition System 
Date Description Tape 
Daudas hocess  Standard 
Dye Penetrant Inspection. 
defects,  such as porosity an2 cracks, with R colore3 3ye. 
Visual ident i f ica t ion  of stlrfece weld 
ExrJlcdir-q Bridge Wire System 
Engineerir? Configuration List. 
Dou,:las/vendor 3art rmberE, D o u g L a s / C o v e r n m e ~ t / i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ;  s tandad  
part  numbers, specif icat ion and source con t ro l  drawing nuinhers, 
p~o~:essec and -aterial meclf ica t ion  nxnbers, t es t  requirement 
drawing nm>erS, bulk materiel identification numbers, se r ia l ized  
enqineerinz order and drawin? change request enqineering order 
nmbers, plus the  ?art number and draufng change letters r?efining 
the engineering released design Intent applicable to this end item. 
A tabulated l i s t i n g  of t h e  
Engineerirg Change Proposal 
153 
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End Item 
EO 
PARR 
FACI 
F O ~  ~ ~ 2 5 0  
’ Growler 
Inspection 
GSE 
H&co 
He 
rrs 
N 
KSC 
L312 
LOX 
Log Book 
MRB 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued) 
A customer-required system, or any principal  system or sub- 
system elements. Also,  those articles covered by major 
subcontracts, delivered d i r e c t  t o  a custmer,  or provided as 
cus tmer  f’urnished property t o  a contractor. 
Engineering Order. Engineering document which i s  used t o  
release design intent ,  for deve lopent  and manufacture. 
F’ailure and Rejection Report. 
diver t  nonconforming material. 
of such material, ar,d the corrective ac t ion  taken to prevent 
recurrence. 
F i r s t  Ar t ic le  Configuration Inspection 
A report  used t o  iden t i fy  o r  
Also used t o  record disposi t ions 
A material inspection and receiving report  used t o  t ransfer  
an end item f r m  one location o r  responsible agency t o  another. 
Histor ical  record used t o  document scope change verif icat ion.  
Florida T e s t  Center. 
t e s t  center  a t  Caye Kennedy, Florida. 
Douglas Missile and Space Systems Division 
A sonic inspection method f o r  detecting in t e rna l  discont inui t ies  
i n  Saturn stage c m o n  bulkheads. 
Ground Support Equipment. 
port, protect,  handle, service, test, check out ,  and monitor 
the  complete Saturn S-IVB stage, separate assemblies, o r  com- 
ponent E. 
Equipment whose function i s  t o  t rans-  
Handling and checkout drawing ( tes t  prccedu’re) 
Helium 
Inspection Item Sheet 
Instrument Wnit 
Kennedy Space Center, located i n  Florida 
Liquid FIydrogen 
Liquid Oxygen 
A compilation of special  records, packaged i n  book fom, per- 
ta ining t o  a given end i ten.  
Wterial  Review Board. A committee which evaluates and 
detennlnes the  disposi t ion of a l l  rejected material  (other than 
obvious scrap or i n c q l e t e s )  and i n i t i a t e s  corrective act ion t o  
prevent recurrence of the nonconfomances leading t o  the  
re Jec t ions. 
fQpc 200-2 
OLgKIL 
PAM 
m 
pn 
Permanent 
Monconior - 
mame 
Pexmeab i li t y 
Porosity 
m 
P/N 
PMR 
Ppm . 
PU 
PUEA 
psia 
RACS 
m 
GLOSSARY OF TERM8 (Continued) 
NASA Quality Publication. 
Space Systems Contractors. 
On Line Saturn Test Oriented ZBngusge. 
( t o e .  typewriter) input t o  correct a computer program. 
The Quality Program PKWisions for  
A method of m a n u a l  
Pulse Amplitude Modubted radio transmission 
'Pulse Code Modulated radio transmission 
Planning Confi@wation L i s t .  Tabulated l i s t i n g  prepared by the 
planning release group containing that information l i s t e d  on 
the engtneering configumtim U s t  plus infoxmation required by 
the planning and manufacturfng departments. 
A condition, s i g n i m n g  material is  nonconforming at the time of 
inspection, and cannot be made t o  conform exactly. 
Degree t o  which one substance vi11 diffuse through or  penetrate 
another. 
Gas pockets o r  voids f ree  of sol id  material  occuring i n  welds. 
Pulse Duration Modulation of radio transmission. 
Part Number 
Programmed Mixture Ratio 
Farts per million 
Propellant Utilization system 
Propellant Util izat ion Electrontc Assembly 
Pounds per square inch, absolute. 
includes atmospheric pressure. 
Pressure measurement which 
Pourrds per square inch, gage. 
not include atmospheric pressure. 
Pressure measurement which does 
Quality Engineering Chart. 
Engineering, which provides specif ic  inspection ins tmct ions  
t o  shop personnel, and a means of recording sequential inepection 
fo r  each unit  fabricated. 
A chart, prepsred by Quality 
, Remote Autanatic Calibration System (telemetry checkout). 
Radio Frequency 
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RMR 
RPM 
RS 
RSRS 
sc 
sccm 
b C  h 
sco 
SEO 
SIM 
SPCR 
I 
I 
I SSB 
SSC 
TACD 
TCC 
TCS 
TD 
We/Cycle 
Significant 
I tem 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued) 
Reference Mixture Ratio 
Revolutions per minute 
Range Safety 
Range %Pe%y receiver system 
Scope Change. Changes, requirements, o r  d e t a i l s  of all o r  
any pe r t  of a progran. 
Rate of flow measurement - standard cubic centimeters per 
minute . 
Rate Gf flow measurezent - standard cubic inches per minute. 
SuScarrier Oscil lator 
Serial Enqineering Order. Engineering orders, generally used to 
authorize and descrlbe rework i n  conjunction wi th  a production 
change. The SEO i s  elso used t o  issue information or  work 
authorization when no drawing cbange i s  involved, $.e . ,  
salvages f o r  manufacturing errors, and authorization fo r  var ia t ion 
frm engineering drawir! requirements or information. 
Safety Item Monitor 
,Saturn Pr0gra.n Chenge ReqJest 
Single S€deSand, radio transmission 
Space Systems Center. 
Center a t  Xuntington Rea-h, California. 
Sacramento Test Zenter, located at' Sacramento, California 
S e r i s l  Ntmiber 
Test Area Coc'trol Docurcent 
Task Authorization !Jotice. 
Test Control. Center. 
Thenno-Conditioning Systm 
Techninal Directive 
A component or  en6 i tem,  the measured l i f e  of which is important 
enough t o  Jus t i fy  running t b e ,  cycle, or  a t t r i b u t e  data 
collection. 
Douglas Missile and Space System Division 
Douglas work authority.  
m 
UKF 
Ullage 
Pre s su* 
TJltrssonic 
Inspection 
Umbilical 
VCL 
vco 
VSWR 
TJfiO 
Douglas Report DAC- 56 505 
GLOSS4RY OF TERMS (Continued) 
Telemetry 
Test Request 
Ultra H i &  Frequency 
The pressure of the  gases i n  the u n f i l l e d  por t ion  of the 
propellant tafiks. 
An inspection method employing ult rasonic  waves t o  detect  d i s -  
cont inui t ies  i n  i n t e r n a l  insulat ion Sonding. 
Stage/GSE interface point f o r  stage semizing and monitoring 
from a ground source. 
Vehicle Checkcut Leboratory, located a t  SSC and STC. 
Voltage Controlled Osci l la tor  
Very High Frequency 
Voltage Standing Wave Fiatio. A measure of antenna efficiency. 
Work Release Order. D0cmer.t providing a u t h o r i t y  for  the  - 
accomplishment of work wi tn ig  t h e  Douglas Missile and Space 
Systens Division. 
. 
